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Earl T. Glauert 
TO ASSIMILATE THE CHILDREN: 
THE BOARDING SCHOOL AT CHEMAWA, OREGON 
1880-1930 
by 
James Alan Smith 
May, 1993 
Separating Native American children from their people 
to train them for entering white society was seen by 
proponents as an alternative to extinction. Reformers 
implemented this goal by establishing off-reservation 
boarding schools like that at Chemawa, Oregon. Though 
their methods changed, the objective of assimilation 
remained constant. This case study argues that this 
emphasis was well-intentioned but flawed. Examination 
of a fifty year period reveals the unrealistic assumption 
that Native children would forsake their identity for 
another. 
PREFACE 
This analysis of the boarding school at Chemawa is 
shaped by my background. I am a Yakima who grew up and 
still reside on the reservation. Hearing stories as a 
child about the school inspired this writing. Both sets 
of my grandparents, as well as many Yakima elders now 
deceased, attended the Oregon school. This study attempts 
to clarify government policy employed by reformers who, 
with misguided altruism, expected Native children to give 
up their identity. 
Chemawa's significance rests in the federal 
government's objective for the Native American boarding 
schools. Located away from reservations and the inherent 
"barbarism" perpetuated there, officials saw the schools 
as ideal sites for assimilation. This goal stimulated 
the transfer of thousands of Natives from their homelands 
to government sponsored sites for training. By drawing 
students from the Great Plains to the West coast and Alaska, 
Chemawa, like other boarding schools, affected a wide 
population. This long-term shifting of Natives lasted 
throughout the late 1800's and into this century. 
Government emphasis on developing these schools deserves 
greater attention in the study of United States history. 
These schools' affect on the Native American experience 
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This study focuses on how a dominant culture attempted 
to change another. The Indian Office perceived education 
as the best method for this transformation. American 
reformers and policy makers, during the post-Civil War 
period, embraced several means to civilize Native Americans. 
The boarding school plan was designed to re-shape the youth. 
In 1870 Congress appropriated $100,000 for the creation 
of industrial schools to serve an estimated 50,000 Native 
children. By 1901, Congress had appropriated over 
1 $3,000,000 to support these schools. Seventeen agencies, 
located from the Southwest desert region through the Great 
Plains, oversaw funding for these sites. 2 The schools 
taught homemaking skills like sewing and cooking to girls 
while boys learned farming, blacksmithing, carpentry and 
leather working. By 1885, the Indian Office had opened 
114 boarding schools to serve 6,200 of a much larger Native 
population. 3 Of these, only six were located off 
reservations. Two decades later, in 1907, the office 
reported that twenty-five off-reservation schools existed 
and served approximately 8,500 students. They ranged in 
capacity from ninety students at the Greenville, California 
site, to 1,200 at the model for industrial schools at 
Carlisle, Pennsylvania. 4 Nineteen of these schools existed 
west of the Mississippi River. Ninety-one boarding schools 
2 
located on the reservations trained approximately 11,000 
Native students. These schools ranged from small facilities 
housing fifty to larger ones serving 250 pupils. The Indian 
Service continued funding up to the post-World War II years, 
when a drastic cut in appropriations accompanied the 
widespread feeling that the federal government should not 
fund Native groups who practiced a communal lifestyle. 
Many sites survived these years to become two-year colleges 
or vocational schools. 
This study examines how the Indian Office of the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries employed the 
boarding school in efforts to assimilate Native American 
children in the Pacific Northwest. The thesis focuses 
on the years 1880 to 1930. It scrutinizes both on and 
off-reservation sites, illustrating the ways that reformers 
changed their emphasis on schooling for Native American 
youth. The work utilizes reports from Indian Office 
employees about the Fort Simcoe boarding school on the 
Yakima Indian Reservation. This site, located in south 
central Washington state, provides a representative example 
of how the Indian Office attempted to civilize Natives 
near their original homelands. It is the school at Chemawa, 
near Salem, Oregon, which forms the substance of this 
thesis. This facility is known to every Native group in 
the Pacific Northwest, as it trained hundreds of students 
from every reservation. Chemawa functioned as the Indian 
3 
Office's regional site for off-reservation acculturation. 
This study exposes the changing policies about Native 
assimilation. The first decades of the boarding schools 
stressed this practice. Around the turn of the century, 
the Indian Office began to acknowledge criticism for its 
reliance on boarding schools located away from reservations. 
The analysis concludes with the year 1930, when the Indian 
Service reconsidered its use of the boarding school as 
a tool for changing Natives. From that point on, the 
schools would no longer function as assimilation and 
training centers. Afterward, their objectives and methods 
reflected a new sensitivity toward Native American culture. 
Although the service closed some schools, many continued 
in the altered capacities mentioned earlier. 
Various scholars have addressed this topic. Margaret 
Szasz, in her 1974 work, Education and the American Indian, 
chronicles how the federal government programs for educating 
Natives changed from the New Deal into the early 1970's. 
Her analysis covers the early boarding school years as 
background material. Szasz draws mostly on secondary 
sources. Her study relies on the Meriam Report findings 
of 1928 for information on the boarding schools. She offers 
only a brief history of the policy. Her general condem-
nation of the early boarding schools depends too much on 
the Meriam Report for the bulk of its criticism. This 
report found many problems with the schools. Judging the 
4 
entire policy by it, however, offers an incomplete analysis. 
Jorge Noriega, in his 1992 essay entitled "American 
Indian Education in the United States," suffers from a 
common inadequacy of many histories on Native American 
policy. For example, he states that the practice of 
schooling Native children for many years away from home 
conformed to criteria of the 1948 United Nations Convention 
on Crimes Against Humanity. 5 Granted, federal officials 
may have employed harsh practices in this regard. To 
denounce them by this standard set over a half-century 
later employs loose historical method. 
Francis Paul Prucha offers the most scholarly analysis 
on the federal government's policies for educating Natives. 
His 1985 work, The Great Father, covers the entire sweep 
of Native policy in two large, but highly readable volumes. 
Prucha places the boarding schools in a broad context. 
His coverage relies on a wide variety of mostly primary 
sources to offer an accurate report of how reformers tried 
to mold Native children to fit American society. Prucha's 
extensive study of general policy does not attempt to 
include specific case studies of schools which educated 
Natives. This thesis gives a more complete discussion 
by examining a particular school over many years. In this 
way, we can gain understanding on how this policy affected 
Native Americans. 
By focusing on the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
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Annual Reports, this study draws most heavily on the 
first-hand records of employees who attempted to mold Native 
children into members of the mainstream. This examination 
differs from a general narrative by studying how assimi-
lation at the school reflected the policy decisions issued 
from the Indian Office. The school superintendents' 
comments offer images of not just official policy, but 
its day-to-day impact on pupils. These reports show how 
policy from the bureaucrats in the Indian Office affected 
the actual schools. The study analyzes the various 
Commissioners' orders and reveals how emphasis shifted 
from one administration to the next. 
Existing records do not permit a full exploration 
of the Native response to the boarding schools. No 
substantial written record exists of Native parents' views 
on their children's experiences at the schools. This study 
does include the few instances where their input was written 
down. Readers must remember that the Indian Office rarely 
consulted Native viewpoints on policy decisions so their 
positions seldom appear in government reports. Groups 
like the Friends of the Indian and the Indian Rights 
Association heavily influenced policy at the Indian Office. 
These organizations were almost entirely white in racial 
make-up and unlikely to see the situation as Natives did. 
These reformers had certain ideas for the course of study 
at the schools. 
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The plan for boarding schools emphasized vocational 
and domestic training for the Native students. Although 
the schools like Chemawa began to train students for higher 
learning in the early 1900's, the Indian Office believed 
that most Native pupils needed to learn a trade for survival 
in American society. The majority of sites produced mostly 
artisans, domestics, clerical and service workers. Chemawa 
was typical of the off-reservation schools in this regard. 
The role of teachers at the schools present another 
theme of importance. In general, the schools did not draw 
the best-trained personnel. Documents reveal how super-
intendents lamented the low salaries the Indian Office 
paid its teachers. The office did not acknowledge cultural 
awareness until after 1900. Consequently, Native languages 
were not employed in classroom lessons. World War I and 
its higher paying jobs attracted many teachers from the 
Indian schools. Few Native instructors taught at the 
schools as they were denied teacher's training until after 
1900. These factors contributed to the many problems faced 
at the boarding schools. 
This work employs specific terms in its study of 
policy. The terms "Native" or "Native groups" refer to 
the descendants of original peoples that have inhabited 
this continent for several millenia. The study avoids 
past usages of "American Indian" or "Indian(s)" as 
imprecise. The cases where "Indian" appears in the text 
7 
refer to usage by non-Native groups (for example, Indian 
Office, Indian Schools). The thesis avoids the terms 
"tribe" or "tribal," as they connote individual Native 
groups descended from common ancestors and were led by 
individual chiefs. Most Native groups were communal 
entities related by both close and extended kinship ties. 
These groups made decisions by consensus. Describing Native 
groups as "tribes" ignores their diversity and uniqueness. 
Our country's Native groups exhibit a myriad of cultural 
differences that resist easy categorization. 
Chapter One opens with a brief sketch of general policy 
employed by the federal government toward Natives. Tracing 
policy trends up to the post-Civil War years provides 
context for studying the boarding schools as a mechanism 
for acculturation. Although many westerners felt that 
Natives of this era should be eradicated, Eastern reformers 
commanded federal attention with their idea to educate 
Native children. 
Chapter Two, entitled "Pratt's Model For Assimilation," 
chronicles how Richard Henry Pratt created the idea that 
off-reservation boarding schools were the answer to the 
so-called "Indian Problem." It also features the 
Commissioners of Indian Affairs' ideas on how their office 
would train the country's Natives to become industrious 
Americans. 
The third chapter shows how this method generally 
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failed because the Indian Office had not yet decided on 
an efficient way to re-train the pupils. The boarding 
school at Fort Simcoe illustrates the first attempts at 
civilizing Native children on the reservation. The school's 
location, too close to "barbarous" influences of Native 
life, hampered efforts to change the Native children. 
Years later the Indian Service would, however, shift back 
to stressing schools on the reservations. 
Chapter Four relates how the Indian Office embraced 
the new emphasis begun by Pratt at the Carlisle School. 
It traces the first two decades of the Chemawa training 
school. Students encountered both positive and negative 
experiences during this time. By the end of the 1800 1 s, 
the Indian Office began to loosen its strong belief in 
acculturating Native children. The century also ended 
with critics challenging the Indian Office's use of boarding 
schools. 
Chapter Five relates how the shift away from boarding 
schools grew stronger as the reservation became the 
preferred site for schooling. From 1900 to 1920, Chemawa 
reflected the Indian Office's stress on specialized 
training. The school also supported the service's calls 
for cultural awareness practices. 
The concluding chapter tells how Chemawa continued 
into the 1920's. This decade ended an era for the off-
reservation boarding schools. The chapter also relates 
9 
how the Indian Office changed its traditional policy of 
reliance on student labor at the schools. During this 
decade the service reported how public schools were taking 
a greater number of Native students. New government 
administrators questioned the Indian Office's past policies, 
especially the boarding schools' goal of changing Natives. 
Chemawa and other schools survived this criticism, but 
these institutions would never regain their prominence 
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CHAPTER 1 
Background of Federal Policy Toward Natives 
A case study of a particular chapter in the Native 
American experience requires outlining the general trends 
in policy that the federal government employed in its 
relations with the various Native peoples. In the Early 
National period, the federal government utilized the treaty 
system in recognizing Native claims to lands subject to 
expansion of the early republic. By treating with the 
various Native groups, the United States government "used 
the same legal procedures used for foreign nations." 1 
Even though this policy acknowledged a certain amount of 
autonomy, later decisions, like Chief Justice John C. 
Marshall's characterization of Native groups as "domestic 
dependent nations," would question Native sovereignty. 
White speculators and settlers who pushed for expansion 
hampered this system of agreements between the aboriginal 
peoples and the federal government. 
To counter hostilities that had hindered treaty-making 
and peace offerings, officials instituted certain controls 
on the frontier. The Intercourse Act of 1796 designated 
"Indian country" in law and drew a boundary line between 
white settlers and Native groups. 2 Thomas Jefferson's 
first call for assimilating Native Americans into society 
accompanied the Native--white skirmishes and costly military 
1'1 
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campaigns of the late eighteenth century. 
Jefferson based his characterization of Natives on 
his belief that they were equal to whites in all human 
attributes and therefore could be taught the ways of 
civilization. 3 He believed that the aboriginal peoples 
followed the linear view of civilization, progressing from 
hunters to farmers. In order for the Native peoples to 
advance, they would need to take on private property and 
be schooled in general instruction. Christianity 
accompanied these new ways of life, which would lift Native 
peoples from their former barbarous beliefs. 
Andrew Jackson is popularly associated with the next 
phase in policy known as "Indian Removal." Although 
criticized for his dispossession of Native groups from 
Southeastern lands, Jackson "believed that change [for 
the Natives] was possible and would have to come if the 
red men were to suvive." 4 Jackson shared Jefferson's belief 
that the Natives were worth saving and he based his removal 
policy on this tenet. A so-called "Indian Frontier," free 
of white encroachment, would help the Native peoples to 
survive against the force of westward expansion. 
After creating the Department of the Interior in 1849, 
the federal government realized that the Native peoples 
could not be isolated. Western regions opened by the 
Mexican War and Oregon boundary settlements were fast 
becoming new homes for settlers. Figures like Henry 
1 .3 
Schoolcraft and the Reverend David Lowry urged the federal 
government to set aside "colonies of refuge" for the Natives 
to live under the positive influences of agriculture and 
Christianity. 5 The reservation system would solve the 
problem of aboriginals trapped by the onrush of newcomers. 
Living on the reservations would protect the Native groups 
from the adverse effects of unscrupulous whites and the 
ravages of alcohol. Throughout the 1850's, the reservation 
became more important in the federal government's policy 
toward Natives. By 1863 it was a "fixed policy of the 
6 government." 
With the conclusion of the Civil War, Christian 
reformers shifted their zeal from abolishment of slavery 
to alleviating the injustices that Native peoples had 
endured for decades. President Ulysses S. Grant tackled 
this problem under the so-called Peace Policy. This policy 
of promoting education among Natives would help them enter 
the ranks of American citizens. The Board of Indian 
Commissioners, a group of wealthy Christian philanthropists, 
recommended "the establishment of schools to teach [Native] 
children English and wanted the teachers nominated by 
religious bodies. 117 By 1875 the board proposed a universal 
school system "by the Federal government for all its Indian 
wards. 118 Philanthropic bodies like the Indian Rights 
Association and the Lake Mohonk Conference on the Indian 
joined the Indian Service and Interior Secretary Carl Schurz 
to urge industrial training for Native children both on 
the reservation and off. They felt the Americanization 
1 4 
of Native young people through education was the best hope 
for assimilating "the Indian" through the 1870's and beyond. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Pratt's Model For Assimilation 
Federal efforts to control Native groups used the 
reservations as containment regions. The United States 
Army rounded up the various bands of "hostiles" in the 
initial step of controlling Natives enroute to their 
eventual civilizing. One of the crusaders for assimilating 
Natives, Richard Henry Pratt, participated in this military 
phase of "Americanization." His name would later become 
synonymous with educating Natives when his experiment at 
Carlisle Indian Industrial School became famous and spawned 
similar schools throughout the nation. Pratt's first 
experiences with Natives contributed to his philosophies 
on the best way to incorporate them into American life. 
As a lieutenant in the Tenth Calvary during the late 
1860's, Pratt was part of the Army's effort to move the 
Southern Plains Natives to reservations. There he developed 
a guarded appreciation of Native culture when commanding 
Caddo and Wichita scouts. 1 In his memoirs, Pratt expressed 
admiration for the various peoples he was under orders 
to escort to forts. Written some years later, Pratt's 
remembrances spoke of inconsistent federal policy toward 
Native groups. Fiercely opinionated, Pratt freely deni-
grated federal attempts at preserving Native identity by 
placing them on reservations. Pratt believed in total 
1 6 
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assimilation of Native groups. He would later see his 
beliefs implemented into policy. The schooling process 
would convert the Native students into enlightened American 
citizens. His views on the future of Natives foreshadowed 
the general guideposts of policy that federal officials 
followed well into the twentieth century. On his 
negotiations with the Comrnanches during hostilities he 
wrote: 
Their only safe future was to be found in 
merging their interests with ours and becoming 
a very part of the people of the United States; 
••• their only safe course was to quit being 
tribal Indians, go out and live among us as 
individual men, adopt our language, our 
industries and become part of the power that 
was fast making the country so great. 2 
The federal "handbook" on assimilation would employ Pratt's 
program as a general guideline. 
Pratt was in charge of transporting Native war 
prisoners to Fort Marion, St. Augustine, Florida in 1875. 
There he began his first attempts at educating Natives 
by teaching English to the various Commanche, Kiowa, and 
Cheyenne prisoners. 3 At Fort Marion, Pratt conducted daily 
routines as if in command of an Army outpost. The prisoners 
were dressed in uniforms and drilled. They were also taught 
manual skills for eventual employment in the St. Augustine 
4 area during their sentence. Pratt believed Natives could 
be transformed by close contact with whites. Many of his 
contemporaries agreed, among them Harriet Beecher Stowe, 
who wrote about her visit to the prison in glowing terms. 5 
As Pratt worked to change these Natives into American 
citizens, he came to believe this method of assimilation 
could be implemented nationally. 
Pratt solicited benefactors by staging pageants at 
the prison and later at Hampton Institute in Virginia, 
1 8 
a training facility for freedmen. He had started educating 
Native youths at this school when no other would accept 
them. His experiences generated much interest among 
missionary organizations and philanthropists who were in 
agreement with Pratt on his eventual goal, an industrial 
boarding school for assimilating Natives. An irony of 
Pratt's first fund-raising attempts at Fort Marion and 
Hampton was his use of students to perform traditional 
songs and dances for the potential sponsors. 6 The prisoners 
(later students) danced in their regalia to raise the funds 
to allow attendance at schools which would then attempt 
to purge any remnant of traditional culture from them. 
The experiences at Hampton inspired Pratt to open 
Carlisle Indian Industrial School in Pennsylvania in 1879, 
a school that set the blueprint for the industrial schools 
that followed. It featured a complete immersion of the 
students into white American ways. Their appearances were 
altered, they learned English, were Christianized and taught 
the value of performing labor. One of Pratt's assimilation 
ideas started there was known as the "Outing." In this 
system, Native students lived away from the school during 
1 9 
the summer vacation with white families. There they experi-
enced first hand how to become citizens. This method: 
••• exemplified Pratt's principle of associating 
Indian children closely with whites so that 
they could learn by example and observation 
the benefits of white family and economic life.7 
Many believed, as they told Pratt, that these students 
benefitted from living with white families. 8 Pratt touted 
this method as a liberating tool for moving Natives into 
the mainstream of American society. A form of the outing 
system was later tried in the Pacific Northwest, but on 
a much smaller scale. Paul Francis Prucha commented that 
the "public-spirited Quaker farmers and Pratt with unusual 
dynamic force were no doubt responsible for the success 
of the system at Carlisle. 119 William Penn's legacy of 
tolerance toward Natives contributed to a harmonious 
relationship between the Pennsylvania farmers and the Native 
pupils. Pratt's zeal for bringing Natives into the 
mainstream eventually brought his dismissal from service 
in 1904. The Indian Office questioned his methods, as 
well as his hard-headedness and rigid opinions on the proper 
way to help the Natives. His critics and opponents, who 
came to include the Indian Office, favored reservation 
schools and a general raising of education levels at those 
sites. Beginning in the 1890's, the various commissioners 
in charge of Natives shifted emphasis away from the boarding 
schools for many reasons. Some felt federal spending on 
schooling Natives was too costly. Others argued that 
20 
shipping students to far-off schools violated parental 
rights. Many critics saw the reservation as a more humane 
environment for educating Native children. 
Richard Henry Pratt reflected the widely-held belief 
that Natives would benefit if only they would give up their 
"primitive" ways and take on Euro-American dress, customs 
and philosophies. Pratt constantly attacked Indian Service 
policy in letters and at public speaking engagements. 
He felt the Bureau's policy was: 
••• a tyrannous un-American system which forces 
them [Natives] to become dependents on remote 
Bureau control, potentially engaged in 
perpetuating and enlarging itself by restraining 
them from participation in our American 
civilization and life.10 
Pratt's methods can be viewed as an embryonic experiment 
in the continuing process of finding a peaceful co-existence 
between two peoples of widely varying cultures. His example 
illustrates how faulty reasoning utilized by "scientists" 
in this period contributed to cultural bias: 
His basic assumption that it was possible to 
eradicate completely the culture of the Indians 
and assimilate them as European immigrants were 
assimilated into American society was a 
questionable one and could not have been 
accomplished without great human cost.11 
Pratt's work, however, cannot be dismissed altogether. 
He showed a grudging respect for Natives and their ways. 
He can be recognized for generating attention toward Natives 
in general. His efforts contributed to the larger process 
of solving the "Indian problem." 
21 
The legacy of educating Native Americans under federal 
guidance dates back to treaty provisions for schools on 
the newly formed reservations. Pratt's experiment at 
Carlisle inspired the Indian Office to open several off-
reservation boarding schools, among them Forest Grove in 
1880, later known as Chemawa. These schools trained Native 
students in the "industrial arts" to help them learn skills 
for survival in American society. In many cases students 
built their schools, contributing many hours of labor to 
the Indian Office. Some initial attempts at assimilation 
failed. The warmth and familiarity of the reservation 
home led to a "regression" of these students to the old 
ways after they returned. This outcome seems logical if 
the intent of the schools during their early years is 
recalled. They functioned as "dt~-programming" centers 
to drive the Native culture from the students. Alvin 
Josephy argued that this forced schooling attacked Native 
religious freedom. His example refers to the Pueblos but 
could apply to any Native group: 
Young Indians were wretched from their parents 
in tears and sent like captives to distant 
schools such as Carlisle in Pennsylvania, to 
be turned into whites. Many Indians are still 
alive who remember their homesickness and the 
hostilities and beatings administered to them 
if they spoke their own language at school.12 
Prucha relates how the Gilded Age's zeal for changing 
Natives had disastrous consequences. Their assimilation 
techniques, though sincere, were devastating to the Natives: 
22 
Forced schooling did not quickly transform 
the Indians. Rather, it broke down their 
heritage and cultural pride without substituting 
anything in its place, until the Indians became 
a demoralized people, lost between their historic 
identity and the white American culture they 
could not accept.13 
Despite the debilitating experiences of school life 
in a foreign environment, the policy continued. Those 
who influenced policy believed shipping Native children 
away from their homes for training was an effective means 
of Americanizing them. Secretary of Interior Carl Schurz 
argued his views on the "Indi.an Problem" in 1881. He spoke 
favorably of how exposure to the white world would help 
Natives, who, according to Schurz and many other reformers, 
realized their barbarous ways had to change: 
If the Indian is to become civilized, the most 
efficient method will be to permit him to see 
and watch civilization at work in its own 
atmosphere. In order to learn to live like a 
white man, he should see and observe how the 
white man lives in his own surroundings.14 
Perhaps the Board of Indian Commissioners best expressed 
the skewed views of most reformers. Educating Native youth 
would affect their parents who would eventually see the 
folly of their former ways and embrace this new lifestyle 
of civilization. Throughout the Commission's viewpoints 
on education in 1880 there resonates a contempt for the 
old ways of Natives. The members perceived them as 
misguided souls in need of redemption. The Commission's 
callous attitude is typical of a bureaucratic agency 
pursuing its own interest, instead of helping Natives: 
23 
As a savage we cannot tole.rate him any more 
than as a half-civilized parasite, wanderer or 
vagabond. The only alternative left is to fit 
him by education for civilized life. The Indian, 
though a simple child of nature with mental 
faculties dwarfed and shriveled, while groping 
his way for generations in the darkness of 
barbarism, already sees the importance of 
education.15 
Richard Henry Pratt reflected these attitudes of the 
Post-Civil War reformers. Feeling he had to help Native 
children enter the mainstream, his idea of boarding schools 
commanded fame throughout the country. The new emphasis 
on schooling and training Native youths also reflected 
the strengths and weaknesses of the reformers. While their 
intentions were noble, their policy of replacing the 
students' culture with another lacked vision and 
understanding. 
While Pratt laid the foundation for training Native 
students at off-reservation boarding schools, Indian agents 
operated at the reservation level. In 1871 an agent 
reported to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs his support 
of moving the Native groups to reservations: 
Give them agents and ernploye's [sic] whose 
examples are worthy of imitation, instruct them 
that it is honorable to work and pray, and you 
start them upon an upward grade to civilization.16 
Under close tutelage, the Indian Office felt that the Native 
groups would begin to value white society's many benefits 
and gradually become more like their supervisors. They 
hoped that schools for the Native children would help 
accomplish this goal. 
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CHAPTER 3 
First Attempts At Civilizing: 
The Reservation School 
Moving Native Americans to reservations where they 
could escape the "lower" rungs of white society was seen 
as the latest solution to the "Indian problem" in the 
1850 1 s. While this emphasis seemed new to many, 
Jeffersonian methods employed a half-century earlier 
incorporated assimilation into Native policy. Hinging 
on schooling and agrarianism, the reservation activity 
promoted by Indian agents extended Jefferson's policy into 
the century. 
By the 1870's, the Indian Office declared Native 
A.mericans "wards of the government." Already contained 
at most sites throughout the west, the Native peoples now 
needed to be 11 saved." Brian Dippie comments, in The 
Vanishing American, on this new attitude: 
Because he was the First American, the Indian 
was different. He could not be lumped indis-
criminately with America's other minorities. 
That rigid, unyielding character and native 
love of freedom that doomed him for one generation 
of Americans was, for the next, the very reason 
he had to be preserved.1 
Preservation depended upon assimilating the First Americans. 
The Yakima's story is one example of this effort by 
the dominant culture to impose its will. Confined on a 
reservation much smaller than their traditional food 
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gathering area, federal officials regarded these Columbia 
River plateau dwellers as a people requiring liberation 
from former "barbarous ways." This belief, as expressed 
by government and private groups, required drastic action. 
The Yakimas needed to learn a foreign language, abandon 
their life-sustaining religion and take up a new lifestyle 
to fit the "Great Father's" intentions for them. First 
and foremost this meant becoming farmers and artisans. 
They would become thrifty, industrious, Christian wards. 
They would have to abandon their former ways in favor of 
the Euro-American version of existence. In order to 
accomplish this, the Yakimas' youth would naturally be 
the focus of extended effort. If the Native was to be 
"saved," his children had to conform to this new order. 
Efforts by Indian Agents and their staffs at the Fort 
Simcoe Agency in Washington Territory and State from 1860 
to 1892 provide a case study of the federal government's 
attempts to change Native peoples. The boarding school 
at Fort Simcoe was a small though representative chapter 
in the larger process of educating Natives. The school's 
history reflected the larger policy of assimilation. Its 
employees showed how government appointments and policy 
changes adversely affected the Yakimas. The school's story 
is by no means unique in the mostly disgraceful history 
of United States policy toward Natives that rarely consulted 
them directly for input. In its zeal to "Americanize" 
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Natives, the United States Government achieved mixed 
results. Fortunately the Yakimas along with the remaining 
Native groups of this country survived. 
Fort Simcoe served as a post for U.S. Army forces 
in the post-treaty period of the Yakimas. The 1855 Treaty, 
ratified in 1859, featured a clause used in most agreements 
between Natives and the federal government. Article V. 
read: 
The United States further agree to establish 
at suitable points within said reservation, 
within one year after the ratification hereof, 
two schools, erecting the necessary buildings, 
keeping them in repair, and providing them with 
furniture, books, and stationary.2 
After the Yakima War, the United States Army turned over 
Fort Simcoe to the Indian Office for use as the Yakima 
Agency. As stipulated in the treaty, the Indian Office 
constructed and opened a school in 1860. Early efforts 
to civilize the Yakimas and other Eastern Washington 
Territory Natives were chronicled in the Superintendency 
reports of 1860-1861. 
These reports reflected the general push to convert 
Natives into productive American citizens. As the Indian 
Service viewed children as "salvageable," they placed 
emphasis on schooling the Native youths from the onset. 
The Washington Superintendency report reflected the 
principle of removing the "wildness" from the children, 
at the expense of disrupting the family relationship. 
The effort to convert the Natives did not begin 
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auspiciously. According to one report: 
The schools have failed to be attractive and 
the indolent and wandering habits of the parents 
have prevented the punctual attendance of the 
children •••• The civilizing influence of the 
school room, great in itself, is wholly counter-
acted by the associations of the savage homes.3 
The report continued in its support of separating children 
from parents in order to change their barbaric habits. 
If the Yakimas were to be "civilized," their children must 
come under the influence of Christian teaching and learn 
the English language. The training of these Native youths 
would include teaching trades and tasks deemed to be useful 
in future employment. This meant the instillation of manual 
labor as a virtue. Superintendent Geary stressed the 
importance of these training centers: 
Industrial schools, where the most promising 
children may be placed, boarded, and brought 
under proper discipline, away from their homes 
and savage associates, presents, in my judgment, 
the only feasible plan for the accomplishment 
of valuable results.4 
This process supported the policy of changing the lifestyle 
of the Native groups to fit established roles of pastoral-
ist, farmer, or artisan. 
Agent A.A. Bancroft's annual report of 1863 spoke 
in glowing terms of the school which by then had increased 
its enrollment to an average of twenty-eight, as well as 
adding female students. Bancroft described them as "orderly 
and well-behaved, are quick to learn, and have advanced 
rapidly in reading, writing, and arithmetic. 115 As 
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prescribed in the larger policy of teaching crafts to the 
students, instructors trained the "larger" boys in harness 
and bridle making as well as tanning hides for leather 
6 to make shoes. While this entry supported the Indian 
Office push for Natives to acquire survival skills, 
the actual classroom activities revealed a different picture 
of how the school would retrain these "wild" youths. 
Teacher William Wright, who would later become 
Superintendent of Instruction at the school, related some 
of the actual lessons in an 1864 report: 
Scholars have been taught a plain style of 
writing of late, writing twice a day. Many of 
them are able to write letters to their friends, 
or write orders for such things as they wish 
to purchase. Their knowledge of figures--of 
addition, subtraction, multiplication etc.--
enables them to calculate correctly, and buy 
and sell understandably.7 
Wright went on to describe the girls' activities as sewing, 
housework, laundry work and knitting under the supervision 
of the school matron. Wright commented on the students: 
In many respects the condition of the boys and 
girls attending school has improved. Being 
provided with comfortable clothing and quarters 
and taught to work, they are contracting habits 
of industry, neatness and cleanliness.8 
The next year's report echoed this version with general 
accounts of instruction featuring a list of the subjects 
taught that school year. Wright seemed genuinely optimistic 
in his general view of the school. He wrote the schools 
"are of vital importance in giving stability to the people 
and hope in the future to the rising generation. 119 
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An interesting aspect of the civilizing process can 
be gleaned from the 1865 report. In order to bring Natives 
into American society, their uniqueness had to be purged 
by renaming them. Since English was to be their new 
"higher" language, Indian Agents or teachers changed their 
Native names, which were many times conferred to them in 
religious ceremonies. The officials rejected the Native 
culture to fit their needs. In this analysis, we see how 
zeal for famous figures or Biblical reverence held sway 
in granting new names to the students. A list of the male 
students along with their ages read as follows: 
Christoper Columbus 15 
Daniel Boone 21 
I.I. Stevens 18 
William Penn 14 









Nearly three decades later, government officials initiated 
1 0 policy to rename Natives with English names. 
Certain men at the Yakima Agency emerged as caring 
persons who wanted genuinely to help the students. In 
1868, N.E. Pearce taught twenty-three students at the Fort 
Simcoe school. His comments in the annual report seem 
trustworthy, although they must be interpreted with caution 
as they reflect the author's position as a government 
employee. In general, this caution applies for all the 
annual reports. Pearce stated: 
In all branches taught here, except arithmetic, 
I think they acquire knowledge as rapidly and 
retain it as well as white children. I esteem 
the present class of students to industrious, 
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obedient and trusty •••• They have been easy to 
manage by firmness, by kindness, and by the use 
of few words.11 
Pearce's favorable comments about the Yakima students 
contrasted sharply with Indian agents' later evaluations 
of their ability. 
The government's new zeal to educate the now reserva-
tion affiliated Natives reflected the public's concern 
with bringing them into mainstream society. Commissioner 
Dennis Cooley in 1866 attempted "to revive interest in 
the work of Indian education. 1112 This belief in saving 
the Natives by educating them continued from the late 1860 1 s 
through the 1870's. By this time, the Indian Office felt 
that the boarding schools were the most desirable agents 
for "the complete transformation of the Indian children. 1113 
To the extent boarding schools were the preferred method 
(an immersion in "civilized" life), the Yakima Agency school 
had the correct idea. However, its location on the 
reservation, too closely linked to the former culture, 
made it somewhat inadequate when measured against the 
reformers' ideal. Their next step utilized boarding schools 
far away from the semi-civilized homelands of the Natives. 
The reports from 1869, 1871, and 1872 offered brief, 
though interesting accounts of the school at Fort Simcoe. 
The 1869 report mentioned appropriations for the school 
had been reduced substantially, resulting in accomplishments 
well below the previous year's level. Interestingly, the 
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1871 report related how the school had ceased functioning: 
On resuming my duties, I found no school, only 
on paper. The boarding-house that had been 
used for the convenience of the school was 
changed so as to make it impossible to gather 
the children. The funds appropriated for schools 
had been used in other ways.14 
This report showed how personnel changes disrupted 
continuity at the agency. Prior to Grant's Peace Policy, 
the U.S. Army briefly replaced civilians as agents on the 
reservations. The Indian Office utilized military personnel 
to counter protests of corruption in the service. They 
also viewed the policy as a cost-effective way to use 
1 5 officers in the post-war years. Agent Wilbur had returned 
to find, in his estimation, that conditions at the agency 
had deteriorated under the administraiton of Lieutentant 
J.M. Smith. Wilbur reported the school eventually re-opened 
some weeks later. His 1872 report mentioned how students 
trained at the school could act as models for their people. 
In a long essay on how Christianity and hard work would 
instill virtue to the Yakimas, Wilbur commented on the 
school: 
Here they are taught to speak and read the 
English language. Here they obtain information 
and useful knowledge, which they bear to their 
fathers and mothers, brothers and sisters, and 
become so many teachers to their people.16 
Wilbur echoed the general belief that the dominant culture 
would uplift the Natives from their state of heathenism 
and barbarism. 
Letters and reports beginning in 1873 differ from 
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Wilbur's glowing treatise on the benefits to the Yakimas. 
An inspector's report, dated September 29, related how 
the school facilities were inadequate in size: 
The agent informs me there is no lack of children 
for the boarding school, and yet he is only able 
to take between 40 and 50, or about one-tenth 
of the children of the tribe of ages suitable 
to attend school. I have suggested the employment 
of native teachers for primary day schools.17 
The Commissioner's Report voiced a similar concern. One 
inspector wrote how "failure to provide means for proper 
educational facilities is far more culpable, far-reaching 
and disastrous in its consequences than failure to provide 
1 8 proper medical treatment." Fort Simcoe' s Superintendent 
of Instruction Kittredge also requested additional funding 
to run day schools at different locations on the reserva-
tion. He estimated 550 children were "in ignorance. 1119 
These 1873 sources indicated a concern for improving 
education among reservation schools. They also suggested 
increased enrollment at the school, as well as, presumably, 
interest by parents in educating their children. 
In 1878 Agent Wilbur offered another lengthy report. 
His narrative contained a brief history of his thirteen 
years at the Yakima Agency. His interesting description 
of a typical day for the students at the boarding school 
gave a glimpse of life at this site. The children awoke 
at five a.m. After breakfast they worked either in the 
garden, saddle and harness shop, or for the girls, the 
clothing shop. Classroom instruction lasted from nine 
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to twelve o'clock, or from one to four p.m., depending 
on the pupil's session. The students worked the remainder 
of the day until six p.m., the dinner hour. Wilbur stated: 
The superintendent of teaching gathers the 
boys at the schoolroom at seven in the evening 
and spends one hour with their singing, reading 
and praying with them, and at eight they all 
go to bed.20 
The 1870's closed with the school continuing to implement 
the Indian Office's policy on retraining the Yakima's 
children. 
The school at Fort Simcoe began the 1880's with set-
backs. At the beginning of the decade, measles and whooping 
cough decreased enrollment. Wilbur reported an average 
attendance of forty pupils. 21 The story of how infectious 
diseases decimated the Native populations of this hemisphere 
is well documented although by the 1880's large-scale die-
offs were not common. With the next year came a damaging 
winter. The harsh conditions harmed small herds of live-
stock that the Yakimas tended: 
From December 1 till nearly the 31st of March, 
the earth was covered with a depth of eight to 
thirty-six inches of snow •••• Probably ninety 
percent of the Indian horses perished and eighty 
percent of their cattle •••• Many families formerly 
in comparatively good circumstances were reduced 
to poverty, and the means of all seriously 
impaired.22 
Wilbur went on to mention many Yakimas, "a wilder and more 
untractable sort," broke their ties to the agency to move 
to the Columbia River fisheries, "thus depriving their 
children of the benefits of the school. 1123 Wilbur's report 
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on the educational progress of this year remained 
optimistic. Because of the severe winter, many Yakima 
families were willing to board their children at the school. 
Wilbur reported enrollment at one hundred, straining the 
capacity of services for the children. 24 He also mentioned 
how the Yakimas were becoming more interested in educating 
their children. With this hopeful entry, Wilbur related 
plans to enlarge the schooling facilities to accommodate 
200 to 250 children by the following winter. 25 
From 1882 to 1885 change was often and sweeping at 
the Yakima Agency. Wilbur carried out his plans as recorded 
in 1882 when he reported 120 pupils boarded and schooled. 
Characteristically, he wrote another summary of progress 
made at the agency. He also hinted of retirement from 
government service. 26 His superiors accommodated him and 
replaced "Father" Wilbur with Robert Milroy, former 
Washington Superintendent and experienced agent. This 
meant the Yakimas encountered a new white administrator 
with definite ideas about Natives. 
The next decade would bring varying conditions for 
the Yakima students. The late 1880's would prove to be 
a dark time for the Yakimas. Their experiences reflected 
the policy shifts, administrative changes, and general 
lack of care toward many reservation schools. 
Milroy's attitude was evident in the 1883 report on 
the school. He reflected the zeal for changing the Native 
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children into new citizens of American civilization. The 
familiar rhetoric illustrating the importance of "saving" 
the children was clear: 
Indian children can learn and absorb nothing 
from their ignorant parents but barbarism. 
Hence the vast importance of detaching them 
from their parents as soon as they reach 
school age.27 
Milroy vehemently supported assimilating Natives. His 
psuedo-evolutionary thoughts on the "barbarous" Yakimas 
echoed the Social Darwinism that plagued the country during 
this time: 
The lower order of Indians being on the animal 
plane, have only animal wants, which are few 
and easily satisfied.28 
Milroy harangued the off-reservation Yakimas as well as 
the uncivilized members whose ties with the agency were 
tenuous at best. Milroy's 1884 report mentioned the 
importance of schooling the Yakima children. He proposed 
gathering of potential converts to the new culture "as 
properly conducted schools are the only hope through 
which our Indians can pass from barbarism to our degree 
of civilization. 1129 
Milroy's 1885 report echoed his assimilation 
enthusiasm. After a detailed report of the various 
improvements made to the school (new kitchen, dormitory, 
dining room), Milroy submitted a lengthy discussion entitled 
"Education, Schooling Difficulties. 1130 The Indian Office's 
contempt for the childrens' parents reappeared. The agent 
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judged the children's language and customs as detrimental 
t th . 1 . . . 1 . d 31 o eir earning civi ize ways. Milroy hinted at the 
"low" morality of the Yakimas as he described how students 
had to be constantly watched to check their "animal 
• 1132 passions. Milroy in his zeal to indoctrinate the Yakima 
children, employed the Indian Police to round up children 
for schooling. Parents deemed to have no acceptable excuse 
for keeping their children from schooling "were punished 
by fine, or imprisonment and labor. 1133 
Pratt exerted prominent influence on the Indian Service 
during the late 1800's. Following his lead at Carlisle, 
several schools were built to house Native children for 
their training period before entering society. Initially, 
the reservation boarding schools served as a first stage 
for students in their transition to citizenship. Although 
Pratt vigorously denounced the reservation schools, the 
Indian Service embraced his model at these sites. Pratt 
also complained that the reservation schools kept the more 
advanced students while the boarding schools received poorly 
trained students. The Indian Office later stopped this 
policy when it decided "not to force the attendance of 
students at off reservation schools against the wishes 
of their parents. 1134 Agents now supported the boarding 
school system, although they did not exhibit unanimous 
support for this education tool. Many reformers believed 
Native groups should school their children on the 
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reservation and not at faraway schools. 
Agent Milroy offered various opinions on the best 
way to bring these Native children into mainstream society. 
His disparaging remarks on Native languages revealed how 
reformers believed the children had to change: 
It is plain that they should be kept separate 
from their people till they have so far thrown 
off their language as to think in English, as 
well as to swap ideas in that language.35 
Many supported this view, including Milroy's superiors. 
Commissioner J.D.C. Atkins during this time, issued a series 
36 of directives to eradicate the Native languages. Atkins, 
like most of his contemporaries, viewed the customs of 
Natives as primitive blocking mechanisms in the road to 
change. 
Lastly, Milroy in this report commented on the "Ability 
of Indian Children to Learn." Again the pseudo-evolutionary 
theories of the times are apparent. He made his assertion 
clear from the onset, stating Natives' "intellectual ability 
as a race is less than that of the white race. 1137 Milroy, 
although not an educator, had deep-set opinions on the 
educational ability of the Yakima students. He reported 
they "fall far behind the whites" in branches such as 
mathematics, philosophy and logic. 38 Perhaps Milroy's 
concluding statement in this section of the report is the 
most characteristic of his attitude: 
In short, they are not elaborate or laborious 
brainworkers by inheritance or otherwise, and 
must be muscle-workers ••• [to] earn their bread 
by the sweat of their faces for generations 
to come.39 
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While Milroy's views typified the ethnocentric 
tendencies of the age's reformers, his reports reflected 
that the school at Fort Simcoe seemed to operate adequately. 
His stint at the agency ended in 1885. Although it can 
be argued Milroy's contempt for Native culture hampered 
his performance as an agent, he nevertheless supported 
his "wards" in the face of many unscrupulous non-Natives. 
In contrast, Milroy's successors either did not place heavy 
emphasis on schooling or failed to carry out their duties. 
Inspectors' Reports reflect a deterioration of the 
school in the post-Milroy years. Typically, Inspector 
Thomas reported on November 12, 1886, that poor physical 
conditions plagued the school, although the students 
progressed in their studies. He requested iron bedsteads 
to replace the pine beds as they were infested with 
vermin. 4° Frank C. Armstrong described the school building 
and dorms as dirty and in shoddy condition on July 19, 
1887. He also characterized the present superintendent, 
a Mr. Enyart, as deficient in his management of the 
school. 41 Armstrong saw potential for a successful school 
but reported the employees lacked "snap and energy." He 
also said he would "have suspended this superintendent 
(Enyart) for neglect and incompetence" had the school been 
in session. 42 R.S. Gardner reported on October 31 that 
Enyart had: 
••• but little experience as an educator ••• 
he lacks administrative and executive ability, 
and has not the even temperament to properly 
manage the school.43 
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The transition of administrations in Washington, as the 
Democrats returned for the first time after the Civil War, 
can be partially blamed for this lack of direction. 
The year 1889 marked the low point of the school 
according to the Inspector's Report. Agent Priestley's 
understatement almost masks what the inspectors discovered 
at the school. Priestley reported that he was "indebted 
to them for many important and valuable suggestions. 1144 
If the list of agency employees is scrutinized, the report 
becomes clearer. The school's superintendent position 
changed three times from July, 1888 to June 1889. Agent 
T.D. Marcum's report of May 16, 1889 told the story. He 
found "much restiveness and discontent" by the students. 
This was "wholly due to the maltreatment they received 
at the hands of Samuel Motzer, the Supt. in charge. 1145 
Marcum reported that nine girls had run away from the 
boarding school. A large delegation of Yakima parents 
visited him. They complained about Motzer's harsh treatment 
of their children. The group claimed: 
••• that two children had died from the effects 
of the blows inflicted upon them by the 
superintendent •••• Motzer [had] whipped their 
children with a heavy rawhide or riding whip, ••• 
beating them until their flesh was black and 
blue.46 
Marcum went on to describe how this delegation brought 
a ten-year-old boy "covered with bruises" as proof of 
Motzer's behavior. Marcum went on to state that school 
employees reported Motzer's "brutal punishment ••• was 
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th . 1147 a very common ing. He also reported that on the day 
of the meeting with the parents another small boy had been 
beaten: 
••• so severely that the boy took to his bed 
from the day he was whipped and was not able 
to leave it when he [the Inspector] left the 
Agency on the 15th, ••• and was under medical 
treatment.48 
Motzer complied with the inspector's request for his 
resignation on May 15, 1889, the day before this report 
was dated. Strangely, the report continued after these 
disturbing findings to state that the pupils in the school 
compared very favorably to those on other reservations 
in their physical and mental capacity.so The report ended 
on a somewhat higher note by mentioning the new superin-
tendent, H.J. Kilgour, a former teacher, was performing 
admirably along with his wife, Florence. 51 
The next year brought another inspection by a Mr. 
Cisney, who echoed the inadequacy of the agency employees, 
although it was not as dramatic in its findings. The Indian 
Office found S.M. Abbot, Kilgour's replacement, lax in 
his duty. Cisney related how Abbot was continually absent 
from his office and had failed to help his instructors 
with the teaching load. Cisney later described Abbot as 
"wholly unfit for the position. 1152 
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Inspector Miller's report of February 10, 1892, 
described the physical conditions at the school as having 
deteriorated further. He mentioned that the school 
exercises "are good" and the two teachers were "perfectly 
capable but insufficient for the number of pupils to do 
justice to all." Miller recommended hiring an additional 
two teachers with one trained in kindergarten methods. 53 
The experiences at the Yakima Agency's boarding school 
can be viewed as representative of the well-intentioned 
efforts of reformers who blundered in an important respect. 
Rarely were the Natives themselves consulted on what was 
best for them. Their lifestyle was already disrupted by 
years of white settlement. The reformers failed to see 
that this loss of culture could be as detrimental as any 
disease or military action. Their policy formulated with 
the best intentions was implemented by proponents unable 
to see past their rosy plans for uplifting the Natives. 
The Yakimas' children were the logical focus of efforts 
as their parents were too set in their semi-civilized ways. 
We can only speculate on how the attempt to purge the 
culture out of the youngsters affected them. 
Since assimilation efforts at the reservation level 
were generally unsuccessful, the Indian Office decided 
to remove Native American children from their homelands 
to a location free of "barbarous" elements. They viewed 
this as a more effective solution to the "Indian problem." 
To uplift their character, reformers drew on the example 
of Carlisle to school Native children in the industrial 
arts. At these sites the children would live and become 
immersed in mainstream lifestyles. The schools would 
prepare Native youths for survival in an America where 
43 
it was hoped all vestiges of their former lives would be 
dissolved. The re-acculturated youths would enter society 
with usable skills along with a sense of higher culture. 
44 
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CHAPTER 4 
"Away From Barbarous Influences" 
The Training School At Chemawa 
1 880-1 900 
Reformers of the late nineteenth century believed 
a better person existed within the uncivilized "blanket 
Indian." Their goal was to rescue Natives from their 
predicament. Schooling children away from reservations 
seemed the most efficient method of transformation. The 
Indian Office established a site in Oregon to service 
primarily West Coast tribes, but students from all over 
the western states attended the school. Federal efforts 
to change Native youths into thrifty, hard-working Americans 
began in the Pacific Northwest at the Indian school near 
Salem known as Chemawa. 
The Indian Office saw training Native young people 
as an act of salvation. Acquiring skills and learning 
Euro-American culture, the boarding school students would 
serve as beacons of civilization to enlighten their 
reservation-bound peoples. After returning home, the 
students would lead by example. Federal officials sincerely 
believed that by learning Christianity and the value of 
labor, the Native children would plant seeds of reform 
at the reservations. Some, like Pratt, hoped the Indian 
school graduates would leave their former homes to join 
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mainstream society as "regular" citizens. This chapter 
reveals students at Chemawa performed labor like other 
children in America during the late 1800's. During these 
years Chemawa developed a negative reputation as an 
unhealthy site because of the prevalence of disease at 
the school. This section discusses how the federal 
officials dealt with discipline at the Indian schools. 
The chapter concludes with the Indian Office beginning 
to change their attitude about assimilating Native children. 
Beginning in 1880, the Indian Office opened the 
boarding school to be popularly known as Chemawa. The 
school superintendent's and the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs' reports reflected the shifting viewpoints of 
federal employees charged with this "mission," and how 
a belief system about the Native American future hinged 
on contrasting attitudes toward Natives. A theme of both 
praise and condemnation wove through the reports. Reformers 
in organizations like the Friends of the Indian failed 
to recognize the contradiction in attacking Native American 
culture as a way to help boarding school students. 
The training school later known as Chemawa opened 
on February 25, 1880, in Forest Grove, Oregon. Located 
twenty-six miles west of Portland, the first site was a 
lot donated by Pacific University. 1 There a crude building 
was set up to school eighteen Puyallups. The Indian Office 
practiced tradition with this first Northwest school as 
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the students constructed this schoolhouse along with shops 
2 for blacksmithing and carpentry. M.C. Wilkinson, First 
Lieutenant, Third Cavalry, was the first superintendent. 
He optimistically reported: 
The administration of Indian affairs, and the 
friends of Indian education generally will be 
gratified with the real success obtained during 
the time this school has been in operation, and 
the results fully justify the wisdom of a 
complete separation of Indian children from their 
parents and debasing influences of their homes 
with their associations.3 
This theme was echoed by the various proponents of boarding 
schools. 
The following year brought a report denouncing student 
association with their former lifestyles. Wilkinson related 
that schooling Natives would be a "battle'' in the community 
"where hope was expressed that the buildings might burn 
down before scholars could be gathered to put in them."
4 
One of the first rules students encountered was "No Indian 
Talk. 115 School officials aimed to squelch any form of 
the students' past. Wilkinson wrote, "The delegations 
from different tribes are divided and subdivided until 
6 all tribal association is broken up and lost." By mixing 
the different Native groups, English became the common 
language for the students. School staff members bombarded 
children with constant reminders on how they could only 
speak English. An excerpt from an agent typically attacked 
Native influences: "My school is surrounded by a people 
who speak a barbaric Indian language and are on the lowest 
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round of civilization. 117 Superintendent Wilkinson called 
for students to exhibit their handiwork in a Portland 
mechanics fair as a public relations device to show the 
good work being done at the school. 8 
Like every Indian boarding school, the Forest Grove 
site was self-sufficient in many aspects, especially in 
utilizing the students as a labor force. These schools 
9 produced a tremendous amount of work. This report 
mentioned numerous additions built by the carpentry boys, 
a sewer system installed, and the many bushels of crops 
harvested. Wilkinson told how the local newspaper wrote 
a favorable account about the school's help in harvesting 
local farmers' crops. 10 Wilkinson's boys "won the credit 
of working harder than the average white young man, and 
this in a section of country where it has always been 
claimed the Indian would not work. 1111 The report continued 
with an explanation of how training the Natives would not 
educate them "away from their people" as some critics of 
the boarding schools argued. 12 Wilkinson defended his 
school as a place where students would learn habits and 
virtue to inspire their people upon return to the 
t . 13 reserva ions. 
The 1883 report highlighted various aspects of imposing 
a new way of life on the students. New superintendent 
H.J. Minthorn stressed the school's location, away from 
any reservation, provided adequate distance to avoid 
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"tribalism's" undesirable effects. 14 Minthorn related 
how many parents recognized the value of schooling their 
children: 
The school seems to be highly appreciated among 
the Indians on the reservations from which 
children have been sent to the school, and many 
of the parents of the children have expressed 
their gratitude to God and the Government for 
this opportunity of educating their children.15 
These comments can be analyzed in various ways. Perhaps 
the Native parents recognized the need for their children 
to gain skills for making a living in the new world of 
non-Natives. The debilitating poverty and lack of 
opportunity on .the reservation may have also prompted these 
parents to part with their children. 
Minthorn defended the lengthy process of retraining 
the students to function as Euro-Americans. His beliefs 
in changing the students were clear. He commented that 
five years of schooling was a short period to train and 
1 6 educate the youths. He believed the students required 
"formation of correct habits ••• especially habits of 
industry, a thing largely lacking in Indian character. 1117 
Minthorn stressed how learning to speak English in public 
helped the students retrain their people "since that is 
the only way that older and uneducated Indians receive 
ideas. 1118 Finally he supported Christianizing and teaching 
English to the students as activities "that will enable 
them in turn to do something for their people. 1119 The 
major goal of producing agents of "salvation" at the schools 
was apparent. The newly enlightened young people would 
return home to "uplift" their parents. 
The following year's report featured several inter-
esting highlights, among them an anecdote of a student's 
parent. Minthorn reported on the school's increased 
popularity in the past year. The children's improvement 
contributed to this success, according to Minthorn. 20 
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He described a homecoming at the Warm Springs Agency between 
a father and son: 
One old man who had parted with his boy of 
fifteen three years before •••• Neither knew 
each other. So well had the boy obeyed his 
father's injunctions that he had risen to 
the position of first sergeant among the 
boys ••• his hair cut short ••• [he was] 
altogether quite transformed.21 
Minthron went on to describe the boy's father: 
The father in expectation of meeting his 
son, who he fondly hoped was now almost like 
a white man, and not wanting his boy to feel 
ashamed of his old Indian father had cut off 
his own long hair ••• only the hole in his nose 
and the holes in his ears told of old super-
stitions and barbarous habits. All else spoke 
of an awakening to a realization of nobler aims 
and better purposes.22 
The apparent shame and loss of identity is evident from 
these passages. Zeal for assimilation had touched many 
aspects of Native life. To the boarding school supporters, 
this showed efficient transformation of backward savages 
into civilized contributors to American society. The 
parent's behavior reflected the encroachment of 
Euro-American society into the Native experience. 
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More details from this report mentioned how the Indian 
Office had hired former school graduates to work at the 
school. Native employees made up "about one third" of 
the positions at the school according to Minthorn. A Katie 
Brewer was school cook. The laundress, S.J. Pitt, reported 
"I am an Indian myself, so perhaps my report is not as 
good as other reports," a comment that echoed the father's 
behavior previously mentioned. 23 The school's seamstress, 
laundryman, and disciplinarian were also Natives. This 
case study will further discuss former students and the 
Indian Office's interest in them. 
This report concluded with the Physician's report 
of sickness and sanitary conditions at the school. 2 4 He 
wrote the school's physical location was inadequate because 
of the sewer system's poor drainage and the shallow wells 
that went dry every summer. The doctor mentioned the high 
danger of contamination. He also reported two student 
d th d t t . 25 ea s ue o consump ion. 
The 1885 report related the school faced difficult 
conditions. Students suffered in crowded quarters. A 
fire ravaged the girls' dormitory and living rooms, the 
dining room, dry-goods pantry, sewing and music rooms, 
26 as well as several employees' living quarters. This 
December 18 catastrophe forced the 189 students into cramped 
living arrangements. The severe winter added more 
discomfort. New superintendent and former school physician 
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W.V. Coffin reported moving the boys to out-buildings and 
the barn to live. Completely snow-bound, school officials 
put the students to labor, as classes were temporarily 
suspended. Coffin reported "a double force was put into 
the sewingrooms" to replace the bedding and clothing lost 
in the fire. The boys built and repaired new additions 
along with shoveling snow off the walks and buildings.
27 
This school reflected the United States' reliance on child 
labor during the era. 
Along with these setbacks came report of a new site 
for the school. The federal government chose a tract of 
171 acres near Salem. 28 On March 17, the Indian Service 
transferred forty-six boys and fifteen girls to the new 
school location. Then on May 15, the entire student body 
moved to the new site five miles north of Salem on the 
main line of the Oregon and California Railroad. The 
station's name was Chemawa, meaning "Indian town. 1129 
The 1887 report highlighted the positive aspects of 
the new school. Students built many new structures, 
including an office building, several bathing rooms and 
numerous craft training shops. 30 The school implemented 
a variation of Colonel Pratt's "outing" system begun at 
Carlisle with pupils working in the hop harvest. 31 New 
school superintendent John Lee reported visiting numerous 
Pacific Northwest reservations to solicit new pupils, of 
which he later received forty-six. 32 Lee reiterated the 
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standard purpose of the boarding schools. He stated the 
school: 
Has fully demonstrated the wisdom and practi-
cability of the Government's establishing and 
maintaining "industrial training schools" at 
convenient distances from reservations, whereby 
the pupils are removed from the bad influences, 
crude ideas, and superstitions of the old 
Indians.33 
Lee continued with success stories of Chemawa graduates 
who had returned home to the reservation. Among those 
Lee championed was a Klamath girl who became a teacher. 
He praised another teacher and blacksmith at the Umatilla 
t . 34 reserva ion. Lee urged the funding of teacher training 
for prospective graduates in "normal" methods. They would 
then return home as instructors. 35 
The school physician also reported "the tendency to 
consumption and scrofula, diseases so prevalent among 
Indians of this coast." He stated the "diseases have 
produced more deaths during the year in the school than 
all others combined. 1136 The report did not give a total 
number of deaths, however. He also mentioned numerous 
cases of scarlet fever, which caused nine deaths. 
With the Dawes Severalty Act came a renewed push for 
changing Natives. The Indian Office desired Natives to 
take individual tracts thus breaking up Native lands and 
turning them into stalwart tillers of the soil. The 1888 
report of the Chemawa School related its efforts to bring 
on this 're-birth' of the Natives4 Lee gave his farming 
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department high priority as the newly-trained student 
· 37 farmers would "be able to meet the new order of things." 
Lee explained that, under the Dawes Act, this new policy 
by the federal government meant to give "each one a home 
of his own, so he may be able to cultivate and manage his 
own land in a manner that will support his family. This 
idea, with its practical applications, is being taught 
here. 1138 
Along with this support of the latest policy came 
less positive reports. Engineer and Plumbing Instructor 
William Herkenrath brought up the school's sanitation 
problem again. He stated "something should be done. A 
good sewage system would be the best improvement on the 
ground, and ought to be constructed, as it would add much 
to the general health of the children. 1139 The "Sanitary" 
section of the report echoed this sentiment. 
It is also a lamentable fact that we have not 
a perfect and thorough system of drainage •••• 
Until these stagnant waters are carried away 
from the lagoons this place will be subject to 
malaria and other diseases resulting from such 
surroundings ••• without it this can not [sic] 
be safely relied on as a perfectly healthy 
location.40 
The dangerous effects of these poor sanitation conditions 
led to ten deaths at the school. An additional twelve 
41 died after being sent home. Lee commented the facility 
had been without a physician "for a portion of time" and 
was without one at the time of his report submission. 
He called for a physician "who is familiar with the peculiar 
diseases affecting the Indian race" to "remedy the 
threatened danger. 1142 The death rate of that year, 
twenty-two out of 244 students, constituted the school's 
highest in its eight years of existence. 
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Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Oberly provided 
his views on the "Indian problem" in the 1888 report. 
Oberly showed a narrow range of perception about the Native 
groups under his department. He attacked the reservation 
as a detriment to assimilation. He called it a "hotbed 
of barbarism, in which many noxious social and political 
43 weeds grew rankly." Oberly continued with the federal 
government's gospel of redemption for Natives, who were 
portrayed as one body, completely ignoring the wide 
diversity of groups: 
And the Indian should be taught not only how 
to work, but also that it is his duty to work; 
for the degrading communism of the tribal-
reservation system gives to the individual no 
incentive to labor, but puts a premium upon 
idleness and makes it fashionable.44 
Oberly, like most who labored to solve the "problems" of 
Native Americans, lumped the vast array of peoples into 
an easily understood entity. This perception is 
characterized by Oberly's additional comments supporting 
the Dawes Act: 
[The Native] must be taken out of the reservation 
through the door of the general allotment act. 
And he must be imbued with the exalting egotism 
of American civilization, so that he will say 
"I" instead of "We", and "This is mine," instead 
of "This is ours." 45 
The Indian Office believed that the policy of destroying 
the Native groups' affinity with their land and people 
was a necessary step toward changing them. It also 
conveniently opened up territory for whites to exploit. 
The federal government utilized the boarding schools as 
a key part of their apparatus to help Native groups on 
their "drive" toward American citizenship. 
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With the Dawes Allotment Act in place, the hopeful 
reformers prepared for the many new land-holding Native 
farmers created by this act. Commissioner Thomas J. Morgan 
issued a circular to agents and school superintendents 
directing them to give the same name to family members 
in order to protect property rights when the Indian Office 
granted an allotment. He advocated "the substitution of 
English names for Indian ones too difficult for whites 
to pronounce and the introduction of Christian given names 
46 before the surnames." Bureau of Ethnology Director John 
Wesley Powell endorsed Morgan's plan as a means of breaking 
up Native organizations. Although this policy emerged 
after decades of change and reform efforts, the Indian 
Office's feeling that Native culture should be dismissed 
in order to enter 'civilized' society continued. 
Officials of the training school at Chemawa contended 
with its reputation as an unhealthy site in the 1889 report. 
William H. Beadle, new superintendent, began the report 
with his resignation. He based this on his belief that 
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the school's "general conditions" were not "satisfactory. 1147 
He again mentioned disease as a factor detrimental to the 
students' and the school's reputation. Beadle "found many 
pupils suffering from scrofula, consumption, or other 
chronic diseases and sent them all home. 1148 Beadle 
mentioned the school's lack of respectability in the eyes 
of many Natives because of the prevalence of disease. 
He reported that many agents stated they had sent children 
of questionable health to the school, possibly explaining 
the disease outbreaks. The school may have been a dumping 
ground for the various agencies to deposit their sick 
children. The difficulties of training these students can 
be explained in part with Beadle's assertion that "in 
health, in age, and in moral character the school has not 
received the best. 1149 
Commissioner Thomas Morgan extolled the merits of 
schooling Indian children off the reservation in 1890. 
The boarding schools' unique character offered "the Indian" 
a chance for success: 
The atmosphere about them is uplifting, they 
are surrounded by the object-lessons of 
civilization; they are entirely removed from 
the dreadful down-pull of the camp. If the 
entire rising generation could be taken at once 
and placed in such institutions, ••• there would 
be no 'Indian problem'.50 
Their zeal for the boarding school as a mechanism for change 
also meant that the new graduates should continue on their 
path toward Americanization. Morgan urged universal 
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schooling of all Native children along with encouraging 
the newly-trained students to seek jobs "among civilized 
people. 1151 According to the Commissioner, those students 
who had returned home had been ostracized by their friends. 
This problem could be remedied by universal schooling as 
every Native child would undergo training. 
The 1890 report contained familiar criticism by school 
superintendent G.M. Irwin. According to Irwin, the 
industrial schools functioned efficiently except for one 
"trouble", namely: 
The fickleness of the Indian •••• If authority 
is brought to bear and he is told he must stay 
[at the school], in a majority of cases he will 
spoil his work and in various ways show his 
determination to compel one to let him out.52 
This passage hints at student dislike of school policies. 
Later narratives mention that runaways were a continuing 
problem, though no great numbers left school. This account 
suggested that some students did not share in the Indian 
Service's praise of their training school term as an 
uplifting experience. Some parents agreed as this report 
continued. 
Irwin also disparaged Native parents for their lack 
of supporting the school's efforts: 
We must depend upon coaxing or hiring the 
consent of Indian fathers and mothers, who care 
as little for education as does a horse care 
for the Constitution.53 
These remarks contrasted sharply with a previous year's 
report of supportive parents. 54 We can only guess from 
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reading these reports what the students' and parents' 
behavior was really like. What is clear is the school's 
reliance on hard labor. Virtually every report contained 
numerous tallies of crops harvested, shoes made, clothes 
sewn, buildings constructed--all with student labor. A 
brief mention of parental objection to their sons' "hard 
work'' at the school supports this. 55 Utilization of child 
labor was of course endemic in all facets of late 
nineteenth-century America. In this case the schools 
functioned not as a unique experience for children, but 
rather as another exploitive institution of an age when 
society viewed youngsters as miniature adults. 
Interestingly, a disgruntled Irwin reported a 
phenomenon inherent in governmental administration of the 
school. He complained about the inspection procedure 
designed to insure a quality experience to the children: 
This capricious demeanor [is] so flagrantly 
manifested when an inspector appears whose ear 
they can get and who gives them his sympathy 
often leads to a spirit of complaining 
unwarranted by any of the facts in the case 
and insubordination greatly damaging to the 
discipline and success of the school.56 
Here Irwin refered to the students' responses to the 
occasional appearance of an inspector. This account cannot 
be utilized as a basis for accusation of ill treatment 
toward the children at Chemawa, although the incident at 
the Fort Simcoe reservation boarding school described in 
Chapter Two illustrated abuse. 57 Irwin's contempt for 
inspection illustrates another problem of relying on the 
Commissioner's "gospel" spreading to the actual sites of 
assimilation. Many factors hampered implementation of 
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the policies, including low pay for teachers. Superin-
tendent Irwin expressed his views on breaking the students' 
ties with their former lifestyle in 1891. Again the 
difficulty in obtaining new students arose. Irwin reported 
58 "tribal relations" were the major problem. His sentiments 
spoke of a policy determined to remove Native culture from 
the students. Irwin commented "that the only hope of 
success lies in the fact of segregation from old associ-
ations, localities, and habits, and must be done for a 
term of years. 1159 Irwin urged a wider scope of re-training 
Native young people. He called for more schools "away 
from tribal associations and the influence of the older 
people. 1160 A lengthy process was necessary in order to 
convert the Native youngsters into "productive" citizens: 
The children should be kept away from reservations 
and tribal socialisms for a sufficiently long 
time that habits may become to a degree fixed 
in Indian life •••• Old Indians should be pro-
hibited from interfering with the education of 
the children.61 
Perhaps the Indian Office could have channeled this zeal 
for removing Native ties toward methods that respected 
the children's unique background. This would have required 
a program using instructors versed in Native culture and 
language to an extent, a propositon that would not surface 
until the New Deal. 
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Despite Irwin's attitude, the Indian Office began 
changing its beliefs by the 1890's. Daniel Dorchester, 
Superintendent of Indian Schools, showed a sharper percep-
tion than many reformers when he reported that attempts 
to change Natives would hamper them: 
Any attempt to make a wholesale transfer of 
any people from one type of civilization to 
another ••• will necessarily place them at a 
disadvantage for a long season.62 
As a step toward "efficiency," in 1893, new Commissioner 
Daniel Browning announced that forced attendance of Native 
children "upon non-reservation schools against the will 
of their parents" would end. 63 Browning noted that the 
forced taking of children to sometimes foreign climates 
harmed them. He further stated that "even ignorant and 
superstitious parents have rights, and their parental 
feelings are entitled to consideration. 1164 Conversely 
Dorchester praised the reservation schools because they 
allowed the students to keep in touch with their people 
(and, presumably, serve as teachers of "civilization"). 
He also related that the shock of a five to ten year 
separation could be avoided with this policy. 65 These 
sentiments brought consternation and disgust from the father 
of the off-reservation boarding schools, Richard Henry 
Pratt. He was emphatic in his preference for the 
off-reservation schools that were near white society: 
I believe that, for any right government purposes, 
tribal schools [on reservations] are largely 
a waste of public money, and that, if the schools 
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of the United States are not good enough for 
the Indian, ••• he is not deserving of our money 
or our school help.66 
How these new attitudes affected life at Chemawa is 
di .fficult to ascertain when 1890 's narratives are studied. 
In 1892, Superintendent Charles Wasson reported that 
previous years' assessments had overrated the school's 
condition. He described how the heating and sewage systems 
were deteriorating. 67 The 1893 report echoed previous 
years with its descriptions of how the industrial training 
departments were progressing. Wasson noted that the annual 
closing exercises in June were enthusiastically attended 
by the school's "patrons and friends" who approved Chemawa's 
great work. 68 
Accounts in the Commissioner's Reports of 1892-1893 
discussed discipline in the Indian schools. Previously, 
we learned of how some Native children suffered cruelty 
and abuse at the Ft. Simcoe reservation boarding school 
in 1889. Special Agent Merial A. Dorchester reported his 
findings after touring various schools. Dorchester told 
of how many of the Indian schools were like "families" 
in their relationships between student and superintendent. 
He described some schools, however, as "governed." He 
illustrated by recounting how a student, when asked "Why 
do you mind your superintendent?", replied that his 
superintendent was "stronger than r. 1169 Dorchester also 
told of observing a Sunday school lesson in which a younger 
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girl student replied that God "spanks" those who had done 
wrong. The Special Agent commented that these types of 
responses indicated that some of the schools continued 
in their reliance on strict enforcement of discipline. 
The 1893 Report from Superintendent of Indian Schools 
Daniel Dorchester addressed "The Charge of Brutal 
Discipline." The Indian Office called him to investigate 
published charges of brutality in the Indian schools of 
the Southwest. Newspapers had published stories of students 
being shackled, imprisoned and whipped along with other 
1 t . 70 crue . ies. Dorchester claimed that after two weeks 
of close investigation he found the stories to be libelous 
and without cause. As to claims that unruly students were 
fastened to a ball and chain, Dorchester replied: 
Nothing of the kind has been known in that 
school for four years. There is absoutely no 
ball, but a sledgehammer has sometimes been used 
as a weight; and there is no chain, except a 
"trace" chain.71 
Dorchester dismissed claims that schools used dungeons 
or jails for recalcitrant students as false. He reported 
that student offenders were placed in a "lockup," a 
furnished sitting room. A jury of "cadets," the para-
military students at the school, sentenced these students 
. t· 72 in ques ion. 
The school narratives from the 1890's described 
Chemawa's approach to discipline. Thomas Potter, superin-
tendent, reported in 1896 that his staff had "tried to 
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make Chemawa a "happy home" for pupils. 1173 Potter reported 
his students would not run away from the school as it was 
an "attractive and interesting" place for them. He boasted 
that "no runaways [had] occurred during the past eight 
months" and that his staff enjoyed successful ties with 
the students~ 74 In 1898, Potter reported that: 
A good system of discipline and order exists 
at the school. Boys and girls are instructed 
in drills and calisthenics by the disciplinarian 
at regular periods. It is our aim to avoid as 
much as possible the vain pomp and show of a 
military institution, yet to teach all that is 
valuable and necessary.75 
In both cases the discipline at Chemawa seemed adequate. 
Potter's discussion of this topic'in 1899 offered 
a clearer indication of policy at Chemawa. He claimed 
the boys at the school were better behaved than comparable 
white children. While he felt the boys were little trouble 
to manage, his most prevalent problem was desertion. 
Potter related how those who ran away did so for "trivial 
reasons" and were "generally captured." A corps of student 
officers under Dr. Clark, the disciplinarian, managed daily 
order at the school. Like the unnamed Southwest school 
previously mentioned, serious offenses were handled in 
trial by court-martial. Student "sergeants" and employees 
prescribed "punishment necessary." Potter described the 
school's method: 
Our principal mode of punishment is depriving 
those who disobey the rules from pleasures that 
others enjoy, detailing them to extra duties, 
and by confining them in "meditation hall".76 
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The superintendent found these "medicines" restored peace 
and order to the school. The principal teacher and matron 
administered discipline for girl students at Chemawa. 
Later records from the 1920's listed "desertions" although 
the reasons for these runaways are difficult to trace. 
In general, the reports of the 1890 1 s characterized a 
positive era for the Indian schools. Other trends attest 
to this. 
The Indian Office replaced its old attacks on barbarous 
Native culture with more sensitivity. Superintendent of 
Indian Schools William Hailmann reported in 1896 that the 
"great majority of Indian tribes are possessed in a high 
degree of the essential virtues of reverence, courage, 
and devotion to duty, which constitute the crown of 
hurnanitya 1177 This comment from the superintendent differs 
greatly from statements given by predecessors like Atkins 
and Morgan. Hailmann dismissed past practices by supporting 
use of "Indian Vernacular" in the classroom. He argued 
that Native students were harmed when forced to learn 
English: 
To throw contempt upon the child's vernacular 
is so manifestly unreasonable and so pernicious 
in its perverting and destructive influence upon 
the child's heartlife that it is a wonder that 
it ever should have been attempted by the philan-
thropic fervor of workers in Indian schools.78 
Hailmann felt that the schools' commandment of "No Indian 
Talk" harmed efforts to teach English to adult Natives. 
He called for his teachers "to acquire a knowledge of the 
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child's idiom" along with urging the teachers to learn 
the "customs, habits of life, and historical development" 
of the various Native groups. By understanding "what is 
good and best in them," Hailmann felt that teachers at 
the Indian schools could lead the Natives to appreciate 
American civilization. He reported that the teachers were 
becoming acquainted with Native culture and language, thus 
facilitating their roles as instructors. Hailmann preferred 
his teachers to "direct" the students toward entering the 
mainstream. They would "connect" with their students if 
cultural awareness was appreciated: 
The more the teacher of Indian youth can render 
himself familiar with whatever there may be in 
Indian character and Indian life that is high 
and noble and good, the more successful will 
he will be in fostering those seeds of high 
character in the children intrusted to his 
care.79 
While teachers would help make the students' school 
experiences more positive with cultural awareness, Native 
employees, especially teachers, could serve as role models 
for the youths. In 1896, Superintendent Hailmann related 
that twenty-eight percent of Indian school employees were 
Natives, including sixty teachers. Hailmann praised these 
instructors for "unselfish devotion to the interests of 
their charges." Haskell Institute in Lawrence, Kansas 
had graduated its first class of trained Native teachers 
that same year and Carlisle, Hampton and other schools 
had also produced teaching graduates. Chemawa's narrative 
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mentioned John P. Patte, a Hampton graduate who taught 
carpentering while Chauncey David, a Chemawa graduate, 
was the shoemaking instructor. 80 The 1897 Commissioner's 
Report reiterated how successful Native employees would 
serve as models for their peoples. 
With the closing of the nineteenth century, the Indian 
Office looked ahead with confidence as they proceeded with 
their goal of training Native youths to join American 
society. While the general policy of assimilation continued 
into the 1900's, the 1890's had ushered in new tolerance 
toward Natives and their children. The Indian schools 
featured more cultural awareness toward Native groups. 
Emphasis on industrial training carried on as the boarding 
schools entered the twentieth century. As the so-called 
Progressive era continued, the role of off-reservation 
schools began to change. The previous decade's calls for 
the reservation school as focal point for assimilation 
grew louder as critics challenged the boarding schools' 
effectiveness. A pattern typical of Indian policy in 
America accompanied these various trends. With each change 
of administration or Commissioner of Indian Affairs came 
a new emphasis. Shifting backward and.forward through 
time, the changes reflected the personal viewpoints of 
each Commissioner. Although this fluctuation continued, 
the overall goal of training Native youths to enter the 
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CHAPTER 5 
A New Emphasis 
The Boarding Schools 
1900-1920 
The Commissioner's Report of 1900 revealed that old 
principles endured into the twentieth century. In his 
call for compulsory education for all Native youths, 
Commissioner William A. Jones reiterated that older Natives 
could not be changed from their conservative ways. He 
defended the training school experience as "a condition 
which must be brought about regardless of the wishes of 
those parents who are unfortunately so blind as not to 
see the advantages accruing to their race. 111 In contrast 
to his successors, who allowed choice to Native parents 
on schooling their children, Jones called for an amendment 
to existing laws that would "take from ignorant parents 
the privilege of continuing their children in a state of 
2 savagery." 
Jones' views differ in spirit from Supervisor of Indian 
Education Estelle Reel's report. She declared that Native 
young people responded to the "great work" being performed 
at the schools. These students joined in the American 
lifestyle as full-fledged members of society. The Indian 
schools placed special emphasis on Native women and girls 
as Reel stressed that teaching homemaking skills would 
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improve "corning generations." By overcoming "the prejudices 
of the mothers," the newly-trained girls would help advance 
all Natives. 3 Chernawa Superintendent Potter expressed 
this same hopeful sentiment when he reported many students 
worked and lived with neighboring white families, thus 
carrying out Pratt's technique of Americanization. 4 
Despite the favorable reports from Chemawa, the program 
was vulnerable to criticism leveled at all off-reservation 
boarding schools in the new century. In 1902, Jones 
declared the reservation school as the "foundation of Indian 
education." Close proximity to home allowed the students 
to keep family and cultural ties, and, more importantly, 
the student developed a realistic view of the future. 
Jones realized that the white world limited opportunities 
for Natives. He felt the reservation schools prepared 
the students for the possibility of staying home to work. 
Jones argued in 1901 that the ordinary life of Natives 
sharply contrasted with the boarding school experience. 
In his estimation, the reservation schools ''could be better 
adapted to the actual life the students would live when 
they left school, and the educational center could widen 
its immediate influence to include parents and the whole 
Indian community. 115 In 1902, Jones reported that the 
non-reservation school had "outgrown the original ideas 
upon which it was founded." Jones felt the boarding schools 
had not been intended to take students directly from the 
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reservations without the benefits of initial schooling. 
He related how recruitment for the non-reservation schools 
sometimes disrupted Native families: 
Occasionally young children were taken with 
the consent of the parents to far-distant 
schools, kept until they were 21, and then 
returned to their homes with all knowledge of 
their language obliterated and not even knowing 
the names of their parents.6 
Jones used efficiency as a basis for his suggestions 
on how to better utilize the off-reservation schools. 
Taking the school at Chilocco, Oklahoma as an example, 
he argued the institution's dual system of schooling both 
boys and girls was hampering its possibilities as an 
effective tool for training. He suggested the school train 
boys only in farming and industrial skills. In this way, 
"a large number of employees" would be eliminated. This 
"careful study," according to Jones, led to a call for 
reducing the number of non-reservation schools. 7 Those 
schools remaining could then develop into more efficient 
sites for training the Native youths. Jones argued this 
change would allow the savings from the reduction in schools 
to be channeled toward the reservation schools. He looked 
toward a future where: 
The next generation will appreciate the day 
schools, and boarding schools can with safety 
be abandoned, and the once wild Indians thrown 
absolutely upon their own resources, to be no 
longer a charge upon the General Government or 
vagabonds at the mercy of the state.a 
While the Commissioner urged eventual abandonment 
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of the boarding schools, Chemawa continued as the Western 
site of assimilation. Superintendent Potter chose to 
alleviate the school's reputation as an unhealthy site 
by reporting only four student's deaths during the year. 
He mentioned deaths that had occurred fifteen years earlier 
had made "an everlasting impression" on older Natives who 
still refused to allow their children to attend the school. 
Potter reported that one Yakima boy died from scrofula 
upon returning home. He had been a member of thirty new 
recruits and Potter stated his death could "not be 
attributed to the school or school life. 119 Chemawa's 
students functioned as ambassadors to white society when 
they attended the annual Chautauqua in Oregon City: 
This has done a great deal toward educating 
the white people to understand the Indian, his 
nature and capabilities, which is just as 
necessary as educating the Indian youth. It 
has also been the means of destroying a great 
deal of race prejudice existing against the 
Indians. 10 
Potter also reported that the outing system was operating 
successfully in the area. 
As mentioned in Chapter Four, Native employees began 
to receive recognition in the Commissioner's reports at 
the turn of the century. Natives made up thirty-nine 
percent of Chemawa's thirty-eight employees, including 
the Disciplinarian, Assistant teacher and Industrial 
11 teacher. In 1902, Commissioner Jones reported 627 Natives 
employed in the Indian School Service out of 2,289, 
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approximately thirty-six percent. Most Natives worked 
in the service aspects of the schools like cooks and 
laundresses, although forty-two industrial teachers and 
twenty classroom teachers worked in the schools. 12 The 
problem of the returned student continued to concern Indian 
Service officials in the new century. Commissioner Jones 
optimistically proclaimed that the increasing number of 
returned students successfully combated hereditary 
prejudices by "spreading the desire "to know" among the 
younger generations. 1113 In the same year Jones reported 
success stories among the former Indian school students: 
From the ranks of those who have taken advantage 
of the opportunities offered have come successful 
business men and women and skilled mechanics, 
all exerting a far-reaching influence in the 
reservation, camps, and pueblo homes, or wherever 
they have taken up their abode.14 
At Chemawa, Potter related that he and his staff had 
discouraged graduates from expecting a government position 
upon completion of training. He felt that "it is much 
better for the Indian youth to launch out for himself and 
rustle, rather than to hang on to some little position 
in an Indian school. 1115 Potter's frank evaluation of Native 
employees at the schools reflected his commitment to 
training students to excel on their own. 
A mixed pattern of tolerance and condemnation weaved 
through the new reports as reformers in the Indian Office 
seemed to embrace Native culture at times and revile it 
at others. While the Indian Office began to show some 
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sensitivity toward cultural differences, in the 1890's, 
new reports expressed the familiar ethnocentric tendencies. 
In 1902, Estelle Reel related that the "gradual disappear-
ance" of the traditional "blanket Indian" was a gratifying 
tendency of the new era: 
Old superstitions and habits are closely 
associated with the native dress, ••• the adaption 
of more modern apparel is of great advantage 
in the work of weaning the Indians from their 
former mode of living and inculcating in them 
a proper appreciation of the blessings of 
civilized life.16 
W.P. Cambell, Assistant Superintendent at Chemawa, echoed 
this sentiment with his opposition to "tribal clannishness" 
in an extract from the Pacific Coast Institute held for 
Indian school employees that year. 
An attitude of understanding returned in 1904 with 
the new Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Francis E. Leupp. 
As if to mark the advent of a new era, the spring of this 
year also brought the dismissal of Richard Henry Pratt 
as head of Carlisle. The father of the Indian boarding 
school system was removed for his unbending attitude and 
public criticism of the Indian Office. 17 Francis Leupp 
carried on his predecessor's shift away from off-reservation 
schools. As an example of the cultural awareness charac-
teristic to the new leadership, Leupp reported in 1905 
on the Indian Office efforts at "Preserving Indian Music." 
Leupp expressed concern that "the beautiful themes" of 
Native songs and dances were "rapidly passing into oblivion 
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through the deaths of the old members of the tribes and 
the mistaken zeal of certain teachers to smother everything 
distinctively aboriginal in the young. 1118 According to 
Leupp, indoctrinating the Native children by making them 
ashamed of their ancestry was "the last thing that ought 
to be done." To retrieve "past errors," Leupp announced 
that the schools had begun to teach Native music as this 
idea was "spreading favorably among the teachers. 1119 
The Chemawa school expressed the Indian Office's 
promotion of cultural awareness with its efforts at the 
1905 Lewis and Clark Exposition in Portland. While the 
majority of exhibits at the fair highlighted items produced 
through the schools' industrial departments, a prominent 
display featured "old-time articles." Leupp reported some 
of the items dated back to the time of the Lewis and Clark 
expedition. Among the many articles featured were: a 
Umatilla buckskin dress, a corn-husk hand bag, a small 
Makah fishing canoe, a beaded tobacco pouch with pipes, 
along with samples of Native foods. Leupp related positive 
results fully repaid the labor and expense incurred to 
put on the exhibits. 20 
In the same vein, Estelle Reel reported that the Indian 
Office had encouraged the schools to give pupils "instruc-
tion in the native industries in order to preserve the 
useful arts and crafts of the old Indians and to add to 
the pupils' stock of profitable accomplishments. 1121 Reel's 
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comments reflected how the school's support of cultural 
handiwork had a practical appeal as the students could 
presumably sell their crafts to supplement income. She 
told how students enjoyed their arts and crafts work while 
"maintaining the high artistic standards" contributing 
to the handiwork's value. The students worked to preserve 
symbolic tribal designs while specializing in crafts where 
certain members demonstrated ability. 22 
As mentioned before, Francis Leupp continued with 
the shift away from off-reservation schools. Pushing this 
emphasis further, Leupp proposed to enlarge the number 
of reservation boarding schools. In 1907, under the title 
"A Wasteful School System," Leupp declared the off-
reservation schools an anomaly in the American education 
system. He praised the reservation schools as a means 
to influence older Natives on how to better civilize 
themselves. The boarding schools, on the other hand, were 
condemned as "educational almhouses." To Leupp, the purpose 
of the schooling system was to better prepare the younger 
generation of Natives for life in society. The schools 
like Chemawa and Carlisle tended to "foster in the Indian 
an ignoble willingness to accept unearned privileges." 
These schools inflicted "moral damage" on the Native youth 
by making them dependent upon a system of gratuities. 23 
Leupp echoed his predessors who had called for 
streamlining the Indian Office by cutting the number of 
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off-reservation schools. He proposed a gradual reduction 
of schools and specifically targeted aspects he felt were 
unnecessary. Leupp questioned why the federal government 
maintained schools based on race when no other minority 
had a free institution. (Apparently Leupp had forgotten 
Hampton's original reason for opening.) Leupp reflected 
the earlier Dawes Act when he strove "to erase those lines 
which still rule off the Indian as a separate and distinct 
civic entity. 1124 He recommended that the boarding schools 
be opened "to youth of all races" or be sold or given to 
the respective states or counties. Lastly, Leupp echoed 
William Jones' feeling when he declared those objecting 
to the boarding schools (of which he was one), believed 
that the schools promoted unrealistic living experiences 
and gave a false sense of reality to the Native children. 
These students lived in conditions that they would "never 
see duplicated in his [or her] own home." Leupp's 
determination of the Native American's future is charac-
teristic of reformers who, in trying to help, condemned 
them at the same time. Once again, we detect the third 
person referral to the myraid of diverse Native groups: 
His ideas of the relations of things are 
distorted; for his mind is not developed 
enough to enable him to sift and assort his 
observations and distinguish between essentials 
and nonessentials, between the comforts which 
are within his reach and the luxuries which are 
beyond his legitimate aspirations.25 
Leupp, like many in the Indian Office tradition, was 
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contradictory in rhetoric. Recall that two years earlier, 
this Coro~issioner had praised Native culture and advocated 
teaching it at the boarding schools. 
It is difficult to assess if Leupp's attitude filtered 
down to the boarding school level. In 1904, the Indian 
Office assigned a new superintendent, Edwin L. Chalcraft, 
to Chemawa. He reported a measles epidemic afflicted the 
school in the 1905 narrative. The report offered no 
specifics on the illness' damage. Apparently, Chemawa 
escaped Leupp's jeremiad of 1907 when he prescribed a 
gradual phase-out of boarding schools that would entail 
"the survival for a number of years of a certain few of 
the schools which are doing work of value." Leupp mentioned 
that "one or two" schools on the Pacific coast should 
continue. Presumably one was Chemawa, as the three other 
schools on the coast were all located in California. 
Leupp took up his crusade against the off-reservation 
schools with new guidelines for recruiting students in 
1908. Leupp urged strict enforcement of laws against 
recruiters "taking from the reservations children who are 
too young, or mentally deficient, or of weak constitution." 
He assigned specific territories from which the off-
reservation schools could draw pupils. Later documents 
indicated that Chemawa's territory was wide-ranging. 
Jurisdiction lists show that the school drew students from 
Alaska, as well as from the Fort Belknap, Blackfeet, 
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Flathead and Pine Ridge reservations. The school also 
obtained students from areas described as "Outside Points." 
Leupp ordered that parents could designate their school 
of choice. Superintendents could no longer send collecting 
agents to induce parents to send their children. Leupp 
ordered "No pressure must be brought to bear to force 
any child into a non-reservation school. 1126 
The Commissioner addressed many topics during his 
tenure, among them a recurring point of concern that 
predecessors had discussed. Leupp reported in 1905 that 
discipline problems at the boarding schools had sparked 
interest in the Indian Office about opening a reform school. 
This facility would serve "chronically refractory pupils." 
A non-reservation school deemed "unnecessary" would be 
used for the site. At the reform school "the young offender 
•.• would have a chance to change his ways and earn 
restoration to a respectable place in life." Leupp urged 
Congress to enact legislation to help in this regard. 27 
Apparently legislators balked on this issue as no mention 
of an Indian reform school appears in later reports. 
As the first decade of the 1900's progressed, the 
Indian Office addressed the issue of returned students 
obtaining success after training. Leupp hailed former 
students and their achievements in the 1908 report. While 
admitting not all graduates had made "creditable use" of 
their training, Leupp claimed the majority had "profited" 
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after schooling. He praised their "example, counsel, and 
teaching ••• in uplifting their backward tribesmen." To 
back up these claims, Leupp featured extracts of reports 
on former Indian school students: 
David Brewer, a full-blooded Puyallup Indian, 
was educated at Forest Grove Indian School, 
Chemawa, Oreg. He secured an appointment in 
the Indian school service and was later assigned 
as disciplinarian at Chemawa Indian School, 
Oregon. He faithfully performed his duties there 
until his death in the early part of 1908. He 
[had] a well-spent life in the service of his 
Indian brothers.28 
Francis Leupp's assumptions about the proper government 
policy to be applied to Natives reflected the times in 
which he served. An ally of Theodore Roosevelt, Leupp 
personified the twentieth-century reform impulse that 
supported Native Americans' cultural identity. Leupp, 
William Jones, and others believed that success for Natives 
in American society did not wholly rest upon them becoming 
white. They also believed Natives had to prepare for 
entering the new world. Leupp felt the Native students 
under his supervision needed to be safeguarded during the 
important transition to mainstream life. The practical 
education they received at the Indian schools would prepare 
these students for self-reliance. Even though Leupp praised 
graduates of the off-reservation schools, he was cautious 
toward the young Natives. Leupp felt this transition would 
be difficult for many of them. His support for reservation 
schooling reflected a leadership not wholly convinced that 
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its wards would achieve success. 
Leupp's successor, Robert Valentine, reported in 1910 
on follow-up efforts by the Indian Office to insure 
graduates were "helped and safeguarded during the critical 
years in which they started to make their own way in the 
world." Valentine related that former students required 
guidance upon their return to reservations. He left the 
responsibility of follow-up to the superintendents of the 
schools. Before their term began, the superintendent would 
receive a letter from the student's reservation on the 
conditions and opportunities offered there. In this way, 
the student received specialized training to make the return 
home more successfui. 29 
From 1910 to 1912, narratives on activities at Chemawa 
discussed graduates among other topics. The 1910 report 
stated that since the opening of the school in 1880, 121 
boys and seventy-two girls had graduated. Superintendant 
Edwin Chalcraft proclaimed that "a large percentage" of 
these graduates were "doing well." He related that the 
school staff was "completing a record of each graduate." 
Many of these former students were "filling positions of 
trust and handling their affairs successfully" according 
to Chalcraft. The superintendent commented that nurses 
training had begun at Chemawa with "a large number of girls" 
being educated in the use of medicines and care of the 
sick. Chalcraft requested an officer "to round up" pupils 
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for schooling as many lived in areas "remote from reser-
vations." Whether or not Chernawa followed the Indian Office 
rules on recruiting students from specific districts is 
difficult to determine. The school continued to obtain 
students from distant locations. 31 New Superintendent 
H.E. Wadsworth reported in 1912 that: 
A number of the graduates and ex-students of 
the school are in business for themselves and 
doing well. Especial efforts are being made 
to secure employment for all boys of the 
graduating class of this year, with good 
prospects of success.32 
Chemawa contributed to a discussion in the Indian 
Office that posed questions on the success or failure of 
its schools. The Indian School Service promoted assimi-
lation and helping Natives with entrance into mainstream 
society as its goals. Based on these premises, how would 
students of mixed blood affect the boarding schools in 
their roles as training centers? Beginning in 1897, various 
Commissioner's Reports addressed the issue of so-called 
"White Indians." William Jones argued that mixed blood 
students in the boarding schools formed a detrimental 
influence. He told of inspectors who were "frequently 
embarrassed" by discovering children apparently having 
"very little Indian blood, if any" on their visits to the 
schools. Jones described the students as "children of 
white parents who were adopted into the tribe before 
census-takers [had] registered" them as Natives. He 
described the parents as "sufficiently well-to-do" and 
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able to provide for their children's education. Jones 
argued the presence of the mixed blood students might become 
"a disturbing element" in the schools. He felt "the greater 
natural turbulence of white blood in their veins or ••• 
fancied superiority of race" would make the students a 
source for trouble. Jones warned these students might 
seek future employment in the Indian Service without being 
subject to civil service examinations. He urged Congress 
to "indicate by statute what degree of blood shall 
constitute an Indian" to determine whether the children 
33 could be served at government schools. Legislators did 
not reach agreement on this issue until 1918, when they 
declared an "Indian" had to possess at least one-quarter 
Native blood quantum. 34 
During William Jones' report of 1902, this topic arose 
in the context of his support for reservation schools. 
In their efforts to obtain as many students as possible, 
Jones claimed that superintendents had accepted "pupils 
of doubtful lineage." He also called these students 
"White Indians" and pointed out that under law: 
A child with one-eighth or less Indian blood 
whose parents have broken away from tribal 
institutions and are living in a white community, 
with schools, churches, and other civilized 
advantages, should not be enrolled in a government 
school.35 
Jones then explained: 
On the other hand, a child of one-sixteenth 
Indian blood whose parents are living Indian 
fashion on an Indian reservation, with none of 
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the advantages of civilization, is to all intents 
and purposes an Indian and can be admitted to 
the Government schools.36 
Jones' comments do not indicate whether these students 
had disrupted the training process at the schools. A large 
percentage of these mixed blood students, presumably, would 
have helped facilitate the assimilation process. Already 
exposed to the English language and Euro-American culture, 
these students may have been easier to train. Conversely, 
if these students had been raised "Indian fashion 11 it would 
have made little difference on the "civilizing" portion 
of their training. It might also indicate the Indian 
Service thought the education provided at its schools was 
at least as good as the public schools. 
In 1909, sentiment in the Indian Service had shifted 
away from Jones' early reservations about the mixed blood 
students. Francis Leupp reported that "the association 
of white and Indian children in school is a step of vital 
importance in working out the industrial and social 
salvation of Indians." He referred to the Congressional 
act of that year which allowed white children admittance 
t th I d . h 1 . d d th · d t · t · 3 7 o e n ian sc oo s provi e ey pai u1 ion. Leupp 
stated that white children had been granted admission to 
the day schools "for several years" with the same payment 
stipulation. He supported student intermingling at the 
reservation schools. Again his attention shifted toward 
the reservation as the ideal site for emancipation: 
In the Indian country Indians and whites will 
inevitably have to live closely together, and 
every effort should be made to bring about a 
state of real neighborliness.38 
Leupp felt that the interaction of children from the two 
races would improve communities in "the Indian country" 
as well as promote harmony between the groups. 
We can only speculate how this phenomenon affected 
Chemawa's training. The 1912 narrative mentioned mixed 
blood students in the "Health" segment. Superintendent 
Wadsworth reported that the "large proportion of white 
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blood in most of the children enrolled here renders them 
less liable to infectious diseases." This source raises 
questions. Had intermarriage changed demographics? Had 
recruitment at the reservations lessened? From what locales 
were agents soliciting new students? Again, the process 
of incorporating mainstream American values and customs 
may have been easier for teachers and instructors based 
on the changing racial make-up of the student population. 
That same year, Commissioner Robert Valentine expressed 
his concerns about the Indian Service's interest in public 
schooling for Native children. He reported that these 
schools were "the way out" for Indian Education. He 
highlighted this "final step" by mentioning the Pacific 
Northwest and the "Yakima country" where many Natives had 
enrolled in public schools. Two years later the 
Commissioner's Report echoed these findings. Valentine 
related how Native parents were showing "a marked 
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preference" for the public schools. This shift from the 
boarding schools permitted Native children to remain home, 
thus removing a "chief objection" of their parents against 
enrollment in the government schools. 39 
Under Valentine, the Indian School Service began to 
promote specialized education and training at the boarding 
schools. The Commissioner detailed how the service 
purchased "stereopticons with reflectoscopes" for illus-
trated lectures. The schools would utilize 7,500 slides 
along with these machines to instruct as well as entertain. 
Valentine gave special attention to the instruction of 
Native girls. Describing the home conditions of Natives 
as "most unsatisfactory," Valentine requested the schools 
make a concentrated effort to train girls to be skilled 
homemakers. He also reported that the Indian Office had 
stressed "more emphasis on physical development and health" 
of the students. Many schools had installed the latest 
outdoor playground equipment to address this concern. 40 
Chemawa reflected this new emphasis on special training 
in its instructional programs. Superintendent Wadsworth 
stressed how he had reorganized the school's industrial 
instruction in 1915. Following the stress on homemaking 
skills for Native girls, Chemawa's canning club won local 
awards for their fruits and vegetables. The school formed 
a new mechanical drawing department for the boys. 
Amusements like "moving pictures" on Friday nights kept 
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discipline problems to a minimum. The school placed 
continued emphasis on specialized training in 1916. The 
mechanical drawing department submitted competitive plans 
for "a small four-room cottage" to be built by the school 
carpentry department. The girls' domestic arts and science 
department would furnish and train students in the cottage. 
The new structure would serve "as a model Indian home" 
with furniture and utensils "within reach of the average 
Indian family." Wadsworth proclaimed "practical instruction 
of value is expected to result from this plan. 1142 The 
reports reflected the traditions of practicality and 
self-sufficiency stressed at the boarding schools. 
During the second decade of the 1900's, Chemawa 
demonstrated features of an effective site for emancipating 
Native young people. In 1913, Wadworth recorded how Chemawa 
instilled "Patriotic Training" with flag salutes. In the 
printing department, students received real-life experience 
with jobs in the printing offices at the capital in Salem. 
The formation of an alumni association aided Chemawa's 
follow-up efforts on graduates. The school stressed 
thriftiness to its pupils when it allocated money sent 
to them from home. The school superintendent had to 
countersign personal checks drawn by students in this 1916 
policy. School superintendent Wadworth addressed the Indian 
Service trend to dissolve the government boarding schools 
in this year: 
This school should be one of the last to be 
abolished, as it has a large Indian population 
to serve. It should be kept to its highest 
efficiency, and continued indefinitely.43 
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In 1917, Commissioner Cato Sells followed the Indian 
Service's emphasis on competency for Natives to enter 
American society. While the general policy of competency 
stressed Natives demonstrating ability to farm allotments, 
the Indian schools focused on those students who had 
exhibited mastery of "the full course of instruction" taught 
at the institutions. Sells stressed that the graduating 
students had enjoyed "unusual opportunities" many white 
children did not. The service would award certificates 
of competency to students. 
21 years of age and who by their conduct 
through the years of instruction have profited 
by wise discipline and shown that they possess 
the qualities of scholarship and character that 
fit them for responsibility and competition.44 
Superintendent Harwood Hall presented competency 
certificates to 0 several" Chemawa graduates in 1918. 
World conflict affected Chemawa in various ways. 
The Great War drew "nearly two hundred" male students to 
enlist. Many employees resigned to take higher paying 
jobs. Hall stated "the general age of the boy students, 
by reason of the older ones entering the war has been 
reduced. 1145 In 1919 Hall reported "exorbitant prices of 
every kind of commodity" had hampered purchasing articles 
for the school. The school farm helped "withstand the 
high prices" of food. Higher wages outside the Indian 
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Service made it "practically impossible to secure the right 
kind of employees. 1146 In general, Chemawa overcame the 
war's temporary interruptions in its routine with minor 
adjustments. 
Chemawa's second decade in the twentieth century 
concluded with reports of a deteriorating physical plant. 
The 1917 school narrative related that the two dormitories 
were "absolutely unfitted [sic] for sleeping and general 
quarters." The report described the structures' sills 
and studs as "infested with rats, ants and vermin." Neither 
boys or girls enjoyed "conveniences." The superintendent 
described the dormitories as being "condemned as unfit 
from every point of view." Th<~ school's power plant was 
"neither efficient or trustworthy. 1147 Hall reported in 
1918 that "a great deal of repairs and various improvements 
had been made to school structures." The next year, 
however, brought more news of a failing physical plant. 
Hall declared the two wooden dormitories previously 
mentiorn~d "no longer fit to use." These buildings were 
"condemned by the health authorities as unsanitary." 
Builders deetned the dormitories "worthless." Superintendent 
Hall recorded that "much work, both new and repairs, are 
[sic] imperative, in order to put this school in proper 
physical condition. 1148 
The first twenty years of the new century brought 
both change and continuity to the Indian school system. 
It had refined its credo of civilizing Native students 
to stress specialized training for self-sufficiency. 
Occasional instances of instilling cultural awareness 
indicate how the Indian Service gradually become more 
sensitive to its "wards"' backgrounds. With its focus 
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on returning students, the service showed its concern for 
obtaining a return on its investment of housing and training 
Native students. The general emphasis of helping Natives 
with their collective "problem" carried on. A transition 
era already begun in the preceeding years continued into 
the next decade. By the end of the 1920's, many 
institutions like Chemawa would be permanently closed. 
With new personalities and viewpoints entering the now 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, the policy of training Native 
students at boarding schools began to fall out of favor. 
Chemawa would survive this period, changing with the new 
attitudes. Its very existence would, however, represent 
a previous time when the federal government's role as 
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CHAPTER 6 
Chemawa's Last Decade 
As Training School 
1920-1930 
Cato Sells made many optimistic claims in 1920. The 
Commissioner heralded the progress of Natives under his 
supervision: three-fourths of Native children were enrolled 
in some school, use of English was growing, school-trained 
Native students "compared favorably with the average white 
student whose home surroundings as a rule are generally 
to his advantage." Sells defended the Indian schools' 
returned students as "progressive" even though some viewed 
them as "backward." Sells claimed the returned students' 
"activity" as mainstream Americans was proof of their 
. 1 emerging progress. 
Superintendent Harwood Hall highlighted success at 
Che~awa by listing its graduates' future educational plans: 
three were attending universities in Oregon, two at Oregon 
Agricultural College, three at the Salem Business College 
and thirteen at Salem High School. Hall suggested that 
the school appoint advisors to follow up on graduates. 
A specific reservation advisor, according to Hall, would 
give "encouragement" and guidance to graduates. He 
recommended more specialized training at Chemawa with the 
addition of business courses and normal training. He also 
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addressed a problem endemic to the Indian School Service. 
Hall complained h i s school could not obtain qualified 
teachers or vocational advisors as salaries were "not 
attractive enough, as yet." The problem of aging buildings 
continued to haunt the school as Hall requested a new boys 
dormitory as the "old, unsanitary, rotten, vermin infected 
one" was a "blot" on the school. 2 
New Commissioner Charles Burke declared in 1922 that 
it would "not be necessary to build any more Government 
schools," except in isolated areas of Montana and the 
Southwest. Burke's report indicated that public schools 
took an increasing number of Native children. Under Burke, 
the Indian schools began to parallel the public schools 
in their course of study. Burke admitted that his schools 
had been hit by many teachers leaving for higher paying 
positions. To better adjust to the pull of students to 
the public schools, Burke called for Indian Service 
teachers: 
To associate with the public school workers 
and thus ••• become better acquainted with the 
trend of public school work.3 
Despite increasing Native enrollment at public schools, 
Chemawa's average attendance remained high through the 
early 1920's. In 1923 the school reported 625 promotions 
out of 644 pupils, its highest percentage ever. Hall's 
proud reports were balanced with requests for badly needed 
history and geography books. The constant job of repairing 
1 01 
the school's wooden buildings continued as the students 
still lived in dilapidated housing. Hall also complained 
that it was "difficult to operate a high school on poor 
equipment." 
In 1924 Hall commended his teaching staff, of which 
six were former public school instructors. Despite problems 
of varied ability among new students, Hall related that 
summer schooling, a policy of many public schools, had 
begun four years earlier and was alleviating this 
difficulty. He complimented the girls' vocational depart-
ment for its nurses training and domestic accomplishments. 
Hall praised the food prepared by the girls as "undoubtedly 
above criticism." The boys' vocational department was 
described as "crowded" owing to the large attendance that 
year, averaging 867. Chemawa apparently solved its housing 
problem as Hall reported new dormitories had been erected. 5 
Chemawa reached a milestone in 1926. New superin-
tendent James H. McGregor announced its first graduating 
high school class. The school had been reorganized to 
teach grades one through twelve. Students achieved this 
success despite McGregor's complaints of temporary teachers 
deemed "positively incompetent." Students judged 
"deficient" in their work attended summer school in six-week 
sessions. McGregor praised Native teacher Miss Antoinette 
White for conducting a successful summer program. Chemawa's 
specialized vocational program continued with the nurses 
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training graduates being admitted to Oregon state hospitals 
after four years' instruction and experience at the school 
hospital. One former student recalled how the school sent 
girls to be trained as servers and hostesses at the 
Davenport Hotel in Spokane, Washington, considered to be 
a premiere hotel in the 1920's and 1930's. 6 
McGregor's report described Chemawa's reliance on 
student labor, a characteristic of all boarding schools. 
He related how the dining hall's enamel dishes were 
"unsanitary and dangerous to use." Along with this he 
added that: 
The method of washing dishes is obsolete and 
is done by the smallest sized girls. It is a 
burdensome task and much too heavy for the class 
of girls that has it to do.7 
In this year, the Indian Service officially addressed this 
tradition. They replaced the old half-work, half-study 
regimen with a program of half-time for classroom work, 
one-fourth time for vocational instruction, and one-fourth 
time for school work details. Utilizing new equipment 
like dishwashers and laundry machines contributed to this 
reduction in student labor. 8 
As the 1920's progressed, the reform impulse that 
had driven the Progressive Era touched the Indian Service. 
In 1927, the Chemawa American, reported that an "official 
committee" of specialists and professionals had visited 
the school to conduct its "comprehensive general survey 
of Indian Affairs." Their survey was to "embrace the 
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educational, industrial, social and medical activities 
maintained among Indians." Two men, who would later gain 
prominence for their published findings, served on the 
committee. Lewis Meriam and Will Carson Ryan would 
contribute to a report named popularly for Meriam that 
found fault with mismanagement in the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs. Ryan, as education specialist of the committee, 
would later criticize practices and conditions at the 
off-reservation boarding schools. The newspaper promised 
the school's assistance in helping the committee to gather 
findings that would later condemn the Indian boarding 
schools in general. 9 
This report, entitled The Problem of Indian 
Administration, was submitted in early 1928. The survey 
"compared the activities of the Indian Service with other 
agencies, public and private, engaged in comparable work." 
The report, while not an indictment of policy, did point 
out through "constructive criticism" how to improve the 
service's duties toward Natives. In general, the Meriam 
Report recommended increased appropriations to improve 
administration of health care, economic development and 
education in the Indian Office. 10 
W. Carson Ryan's findings on the off-reservation 
boarding schools are more specific to this case study. 
Under Presidents Harding and Coolidge, the Indian Office 
had languished under strict fiscal restraint imposed by 
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the new Bureau of Budget. Operating at low levels of 
funding meant long delays for improvements at the boarding 
schools. Chemawa's deteriorating housing is a case 
previously mentioned. The Meriam Report questioned long 
hours of labor performed by students to support their 
schools. The survey targeted low teacher's salaries as 
a point for improvement. Ryan criticized the uniform 
curriculum at the schools. He suggested that differences 
between Native groups and the students' unique life 
experiences should be incorporated into the classroom. 
This recalled earlier Commissioners' recommendations of 
using the Native vernacular along with encouraging teachers 
to study their students' backgrounds. The report found 
the boarding schools lacking in their attempts at cross-
cultural education. The Meriam Report attacked the policy 
of schooling young children at the off-reservation sites. 
It recommended that no pre-adolescent students be boarded. 
Finally the report criticized vocational training at the 
schools. Industrial instruction focused on trades that 
were becoming obsolete. Many schools trained students 
in low-level skills not conducive to producing prospective 
11 employees. 
Chemawa underwent many changes in 1928. The school 
paper published an extract from the Commissioner's Report 
explaining the revised time schedule for daily activity 
at the boarding schools. The extract echoed the Meriam 
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Report in its complaint that budget constraints hampered 
education efforts as low salaries offered to Indian school 
employees prevented the service from acquiring talented 
personnel. Seemingly, the Indian Service had forseen the 
Meriam Report's criticism as the January entry preceded 
the official release of the report. The Indian Office 
criticized heavy reliance on student labor and announced 
provisons for more student leisure time. 12 
Despite general criticisms of the boarding schools, 
this year featured a special issue devoted to Pratt's outing 
system. The supplement focused on Chemawa's employment 
of this civilizing tool with favorable comments on how 
the Willamette Valley's people were sincere "in their desire 
to contribute to the advancement of social justice:. by 
boarding Native students at their homes. The issue also 
reiterated the eligibility requirements at Chemawa: 
Any Indian boy or girl of school age, who is 
under the supervision of the Government, of 
not less than one-quarter Indian blood ••• may 
be admitted as a student.13 
The Indian Office reinforced this eligibility requirement 
with an explanation that paralleled the previous discussion 
on "White Indians": 
There are thousands of people throughout the 
country possessing more or less of Indian blood 
who are in no way the responsibility of the 
Federal Government. Primarily, Chemawa is 
maintained for the education of Indian children 
who are living on reservations.14 
Critics like Ryan and John Collier opposed this statement 
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of the boarding school's goals. They favored schooling 
Native children on the reservations. This year also brought 
in many new buildings and renovations to finally alleviate 
Chemawa's chronic structural break-down. 
In 1929 reformers increased their efforts to overhaul 
the Indian Service with new ammunition from the Meriam 
Report. President Herbert Hoover countered them with what 
amounted to a dual commissioner's position. Charles L. 
Rhoads and J. Henry Scattergood served as supervisor and 
subordinate administrators to the country's Natives. In 
l ·t th t h d 'b'l't 15 C f' 11 rea 1 y, e wo s are responsi 1 1 y. ongress ina y 
loosened the draconian budget restraints characteristic 
of the decade when they appropriated a near doubling of 
allowances for feeding and clothing the boarding school 
students. 16 The Indian School Service responded to 
criticism when it prohibited corporal punishment at the 
Indian schools. They exempted younger students from the 
routine boarding school labor. Finally, "efforts were 
made to improve standards for teachers and other Indian 
1 7 school personnel." 
Despite these changes, critics like John Collier and 
the American Indian Defense Association were far from 
satisfied with the progress by the Indian Service. 
They asserted that Rhoads and Scattergood had been less 
than enthusiastic in challenging budget constraints. The 
activists pointed out that some schools had returned to 
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corporal punishment despite the earlier directive. They 
viewed this as one of several shortcomings of the service. 
Collier's experiences while living in Taos, New Mexico 
contributed to his admiration for the communal lifestyle 
of Natives. Like many of his disillusioned contemporaries, 
Collier fought to change and improve American culture by 
allowing every member of society a chance to succeed. 
Collier, like Richard Henry Pratt, can be characterized 
as a zealot to his cause. Known as '!Indianists," he and 
his associates vehemently supported Native cultures. They 
fought for the preservation of authentic Native arts and 
crafts as a way to strengthen Native groups both spiritually 
d . 11 1 8 an economica y. Collier's influence grew as the next 
decade approached. 
The tradition of acculturation heavily influenced 
Chernawa as it exited the 1920's. In a series of essays, 
various students voiced their opinions on the experiences 
gleaned at Chemawa. One particular student wrote: 
I realize I must some day be independent, take 
care of myself and not be a burden on society. 
I owe the Government the very best that I can 
do.18 
Another student expressed comments exemplary of how the 
boarding schools attempted to mold the Native students 
into civilized, industrious individuals: 
There was a time when we were ignorant and did 
foolish things because of that ignorance, but 
now through our knowledge and education we see 
the mistakes that were made •••• Even our good 
Uncle Sam, "dear ol' pal", who gives us our 
bread, he expects us to show him that we have 
really appreciated his gift, education.20 
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In 1931, Superintendent O.H. Lipps contributed his 
essay on a topic that the Indian Office refused to bury. 
His feelings characterized a federal government agency 
"convinced that the [Native] ancient laws and customs that 
did not coincide with national laws must inevitably give 
way. 1121 In Lipps' interpretation entitled "Going Back 
to the Blanket," he advised Chemawa students to resist 
the "regressive" tendencies that many former students had 
exhibited. Lipps called this tendency an "emblem of 
bondage." He described the Native who wore traditional 
dress as one who was "usually regarded as nonprogressive." 
Lipps' comments are illustrative of the Indian Service's 
credo for saving Native youths, as they felt older members 
were bound to their barbarous habits: 
Old men do so largely from force of habit. 
Young men do so through ignorance and fear. 
There is no bigger coward in the world than 
an Indian young man or woman on whom the 
Government has expended a thousand dollars or 
more in giving training and education who 
deliberately returns to the reservation and 
goes back to the blanket. Physically they may 
be brave but morally they are rank cowards.22 
Lipps' attitude would have pleased Pratt, whose dream of 
transforming Native young people through boarding schools 
began to dismantle the following year. Lipps' words stand 
as representative of an era that was fast waning. 
John Collier would become Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs in 1932 to serve through depression and world war 
1 09 
in what has been called the "Indian New Deal." Many 
innovations accompanied Collier's term, including the 
Wheeler-Howard bill, known popularly as the Indian 
Reorganization Act. Collier's legacy brought an increase 
in community schools and decreased emphasis on boarding 
schools like Chemawa. He took on anthropological contri-
butions to Native education. The schools taught lessons 
meaningful to Native children and their unique milieu. 
Teaching methods reflected sensitivity toward Native 
culture. These policies brought a welcome change from 
the cultural bias pressed onto Native children since the 
opening of the first Indian schools. 
Chemawa survived the Indian New Deal with the help 
of Congress and local activists who protested its proposed 
closure in 1933. Northwest Native groups and local 
communities defended the school's fifty year existence 
as Chemawa had assumed a traditional role as an education 
site for the region's Natives. The Indian Service rescinded 
their order to close the school later that year, but Chemawa 
would be changed dramatically. Its enrollment cut 
drastically, Chemawa would serve as a two-year vocational 
school. 23 It would remain a functioning site for education 
and continue as a four-year high school. 
Proponents believed separating Native children from 
their peoples to train them for entering white society 
was an alternative to extinction. Along with close 
11 0 
supervision on reservations, the Indian Office turned to 
boarding schools as a means to transform the younger 
generation of Natives. Reformers like Pratt, with his 
credo of "Kill the Indian, Save the Man," refined this 
process with off-reservation sites for removing the 
semi-civilized aspects of Native life. Throughout this 
policy, proponents believed that the only way for Natives 
to survive was for them to give up their younger 
generations. Education would remold the students to fit 
the new culture. During the late nineteenth century, sites 
like the training school at Chemawa became monuments to 
this cause. Even as the boarding schools entered the new 
era, their basic assumption of changing Native children 
into more civilized citizens held firm. This case study 
has argued that the policy of utilizing boarding schools 
as centers for transformation was a well-intentioned but 
flawed process. The Indian Service's concern for returned 
students who had gone back to the reservation illustrates 
a point of importance. The proponents' concern for saving 
their investment of schooling Native children failed to 
notice the factors behind this perceived regression. Their 
supposition that the Native students could be changed was 
faulty. Those returned young people were who they were. 
They had not been transformed into whites. Their survival 
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